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ABSTRACT 
Because so little is known about the structure of membrane 
proteins, an attempt has been made in this work to develop techniques 
by which to model them in three dimensions. The procedures devised 
rely heavily upon the 
protein. The modelling 
availability of several sequences of 
procedure is composed of two parts. 
a given 
The first 
identifies transmembrane regions within the protein sequence on the 
basis of hydrophobicity, ~-turn potential, and the presence of certain 
amino acid types, specifically, proline and basic residues. The 
second part of the procedure arranges these transmembrane helices 

















have all been 
to face the surrounding lipids. 
helical concerning the 
of interhelical 
band 3, and 
modelled using 
protein's 
loops, is also 
the nicotinic 
this methodology, 
and mechanisms of action could be proposed based upon the resulting 
structures. 
Specific residues in the rhodopsin and iodopsin sequences were 
identified, which may regulate the proteins' wavelength selectivities. 
A hinge-like motion of helices M3, M4, and M5 with respect to the rest 
of the protein was proposed to result in the activation of transducin , 
the G-protein associated with rhodopsin. A similar mechanism is also 
proposed for signal transduction by the muscarinic acetylcholine and 
vii 
~-adrenergic receptors. 
The nicotinic acetylcholine receptor was modelled with four trans-
membrane helices per subunit and with the five homologous M2 helices 
forming the cation channel. Putative channel-lining residues were 
identified and a mechanism of channel-opening based upon the con-
certed, tangential rotation of the M2 helices was proposed. 
Band 3, the anion exchange protein found in the erythrocyte 
membrane, was modelled with 14 transmembrane helices. In general the 
pathway of anion transport can be viewed as a channel composed of six 
helices that contains 





unless they are part of an ion-pair. 
hydrophobic restriction . This 
the passage of charged species, 
An arginine residue located near 
this restriction is proposed to be responsible for anion transport. 
When ion-paired with a transportable anion it rotates across the 
barrier and releases the anion on the other side of the membrane. A 
similar process returns it to its original position. This proposed 
mechanism, based on the three-dimensional model, can account for the 
passive, electroneutral, anion exchange observed for band 3. Dian ions 
can be transported through a similar mechanism with the additional 
participation of a histidine residue. Both residues are located on 
MlO. 
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Band 3, the anion-exchange protein located in the erythrocyte 
membrane, is being investigated by the Chan laboratory, with an 
emphasis toward the determination of its structure and membrane topol-
ogy. Toward this end, both the experimental technique of peptide 
mapping and the use of predictive algorithms have been used to examine 
the protein. The application of these predictive algorithms to band 
3, and to membrane proteins in general, will be the main focus of the 
present work. 





as soluble proteins. One of the main reasons for this dis-
that these proteins are difficult to study using many 
biop~ysical techniques, due to interference caused by the 
of a lipid bilayer. In addition, their physical properties 
often make purification, reconstitution, and other procedures dif-
ficult. Progress in the structure determination of some of these 
proteins has been made, however, and will be discussed briefly below. 
Because band 3 is an ion transporter, the structures of ion transport 
proteins will be emphasized. 
There are three major types of ion transporter, each with a dif-
ferent channel structure. In the first type, the channel through the 
membrane is formed by a ~-sheet like structure. The hydrophobic side 
chains extend outward into the bilayer and the hydrophilic amide link-
ages line the channel. Proteins that are believed to have channels of 
2 
this type include gramicidin A (1) and porin (2). A second type of 
ion transporter has been proposed that consists of adjacent, 
amphiphilic helices without intervening aqueous compartments. The 
only water present is water of hydration. This type of structure has 
been proposed for some H+ -transporters 
(3). Most ion transporters, however, are 
including bacteriorhodopsin 
believed to incorporate a 
third type of channel, which is composed of several amphipathic 
a-helices. These helices are approximately perpendicular to the plane 
of the bilayer and are arranged such that their hydrophilic faces are 
directed toward the channel and their hydrophobic faces are toward the 
lipid. The peptide chain extending from these membrane helices is 
envisioned to adopt a structure, which would allow for the continua-
tion and widening of the channel on both sides of the membrane. The 
vestibules so formed are thought to have a net charge arranged such 
that a dense layer of countercharges collects at the mouths of the 
channel ( 4). Such an arrangement allows the efficient gathering of 
transportable ions and, in part, determines the charge selectivity of 
the channel protein. The determination of the channel's selectivity 
on the basis of size, shape, and perhaps also charge, is presumed to 
occur at the narrowest region of the channel, which is thought to be 
located within the transmembrane region. 
In addition to their overall channel structure, many ion transport 
proteins are gated, meaning that they open and close in response to 
their environment and do not, in general, allow the free exchange of 
ions across the membrane. The nicotinic acetylcholine receptor is an 
example of such a protein (5) and will be discussed in more detail 
3 
below. The mechanisms responsible for the opening and closing of such 
channels are currently unknown. 
Band 3 is also a gated protein, although it is unusual in that it 
effects the for exchange of anions across the membrane, rather 
than the unidirectional transport most common to gated proteins ( 6). 
A schematic drawing of the mechanism utilized by the band 3 protein 
can be seen in figure 1.1. First, anions bind to the outward-facing 
transport site. The protein is then able to change conformation, re-
suiting in the transport of the ion across the membrane. After trans-
location, the anion dissociates from the protein and the inner trans-
port site is free to bind an anion from the cytoplasmic compartment. 
Once bound, the protein may again translocate, effecting the transport 
of the second anion, and the process continues. The protein cannot 
change conformation unless an anion is bound to its transport site. 
This type of mechanism has been termed an alternating site or "ping-
pong" mechanism (7). It should be emphasized that although the trans-
port characteristics of many of these proteins have been examined, the 
molecular details of channel regulation and ion transport are still 
largely unknown. 
If the structures of these proteins could be obtained, especially 
in the transmembrane regions, possible mechanisms for gating and ion 
selectivity could be proposed and tested. Toward this end, a variety 
of experimental techniques have been used to examine the structures of 
membrane proteins. The most powerful technique, that of x-ray crys-
tallography, has yielded the high-resolution structures of the reac-
tion centers of Rhod o pseudomonas vi rid is (8) and Rhodobacter 
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Figure 1.1 
Ping-Pong or Alternating Site Mechanism 
This schematic drawing illustrates the individual steps required 
for a for exchange of substrate across the membrane. It is 
essential to the effectiveness of this mechanism that the transporter 
be unable to switch from one conformation to the other in the absence 
of substrate, or to do so only very slowly. 
5 
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sphaeroides (9). Although these proteins are not ion transporters, 
their structures yield general information about the relative posi-
tioning of helices within the membrane. The low resolution crystal 
structure of bacteriorhodopsin, a protein which translocates protons 
in response to light activation, also shows the relative orientation 
and number of transmembrane helices (10). The examination of crystals 
of the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor using electron diffraction has 
yielded information on the overall shape of this protein (11). 
Aside from the cases just mentioned, all information on membrane 
protein topology has been derived from chemical experiments, which 
have located disulfide bonds, proteolytic sites, and the sites of 
Ia belling by various probes. Spectroscopic techniques have also 
provided information about the overall secondary structure and the 
environments of various regions of these proteins. In the absence of 
crystallographic · data, however, these characterizations of the protein 
are rarely sufficient to define its three-dimensional structure. The 
only recourse in such cases is to attempt to model the protein using 
those experimental results in conjunction with predictive techniques 
based on the protein's sequence. At present, most of these predictive 
algorithms have been applied only to determine the location of trans-
membrane helices with respect to the primary sequence. The 
hydrophobic moment analysis of Eisenberg ( 12) is one of the few to 
attempt to predict the location of these helices with respect to 
hydrophilic and hydrophobic environments. In this work, another type 
of analysis to predict the arrangement of helices within the bilayer 
is proposed. Such predictive algorithms may allow the prediction of 
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some three-dimensional structure from sequence analysis. 
The goal of the present work was to use various techniques to 
identify the transmembrane regions of band 3 and to arrange them in 
the bilayer in a manner consistent with all known structural informa-
tion. This arrangement should determine possible mechanisms for ion 
transport and channel gating. Toward this end, the known sequences of 
band 3 proteins were examined with respect to hydropathy, hydrophobic 
moment, secondary structure (as predicted by the Chou-Fasman algorithm 
(13)), genetic structure, and a unique variability analysis. To test 
the usefulness of these methods, the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor 
and the bacteriorhodopsin superfamilies were also analyzed. These 
protein families were chosen because they are both involved in ion 
transport, have been studied extensively, and some information about 
their three-dimensional structures is available. Although it is not 
an anion transporter, the reaction center proteins were also included 
in these analyses because their membrane dispositions and structures 
are well-defined. A brief description of the known characteristics of 
these proteins will be given below. 
The Reaction Center 
The reaction center is a protein complex which is found in the 
membranes of photosynthetic bacteria. With the energy captured by 
light-collecting complexes, these proteins effect the transport of an 
electron across the membrane. The reaction center, therefore, con-
verts the energy of a photon to electrical energy in the form of a 
transmembrane potential. This protein complex consists of three sub-
8 
units designated as L, M, and H, and also includes a number of 
cofactors (8). The structure of this protein has been determined to 
high resolution for two different bacteria and one of these structures 
is shown in figure 1.2. In general, the L and M subunits form a core 
region, with the five helices from each subunit spiralling around the 
cofactors. The subunits are approximately related to one another 
through rotation around an axis of two-fold symmetry which is per-
pendicular to the plane of the bilayer. The H subunit has a trans-
membrane helix which probably serves only as a membrane anchor and so 
will not be discussed in detail in this work. The location of the 
membrane with respect to the protein has been located through energy 
calculations because lipid and detergent molecules could not be 
located in the crystal structures due to their mobility (14). 
The subunits L and M are homologous, a fact that is reflected in 
their symmetrical arrangement. It has also been observed that the D I 
and 02 subunits of photosystem II in green plants are homologous to L 
and M Although they are distantly related, it has been proposed that 
these proteins form a family (15). 
The Nicotinic Acetylcholine Receptor Superfamily 
The nicotinic acetylcholine receptor is the most characterized of 
the neurotransmitter receptors. It is located on the post-synaptic 
cell membrane and is found both in neural and muscular tissue. When a 
signal is passed from cell to cell, acetylcholine is the substance re-
leased into the synaptic cleft. When it binds to the acetylcholine 
receptor, it induces the opening of a cation-selective channel. This 
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Figure 1.2 
Structure of the Reaction Center 
This stereodra wing of the reaction center of Rhoda pseudomonas 
viridis shows the protein complex from a direction parallel to the 
plane of the bilayer. Color code: L subunit (orange). M subunit 
(blue). H subunit (purple). cytochrome (green). and prosthetic groups 
(yellow). 
This figure was reproduced from reference 8. 
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opening results in an influx of Na + and K + ions and causes a change in 
the membrane potential. The net result is that the receptor trans-
duces the chemical signal of the neurotransmitter to an electrical 
signal in the form of a change in the post-synaptic cell's membrane 
potential. 
The acetylcholine receptor has a molecular weight of about 125 kDa 
and is composed of five homologous subunits. Neural receptors are 
composed of two types of subunits, a and f, (16), and neuromuscular 
acetylcholine receptors are 
the stoichiometry a2 f,'Y6 
located on the a subunits 
composed of four types of subunits with 
(5). The acetylcholine binding sites are 
of neuromuscular receptors and on the f, 
subunits of the neural receptor (17). This seeming discrepancy may be 
due to differences in nomenclature or perhaps to a misidentification 
of the neural a subunit. The a subunit, in particular, shows 
diversity in its primary structure depending 
The existence of a gene family including the 




tissue of origin . 
subtypes has been 
subunit, other subunit types can be substituted 
acetylcholine-binding 
for those naturally 
occurring in the receptor. Although the properties of the modified 
receptor are generally quite different, the channel gating is func-
tional and responds to acetylcholine ( 19). 
Each of the subunits is believed to cross the membrane four or 
five times, with one helix from each subunit forming the channel. 
Although the number of helices is currently disputed in the litera-
ture, the extracellular location of the C-terminus favors the four-
helix model (20). The transmembrane topology of the subunits will be 
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discussed in more detail in chapter 2, section C. 
The overall three-dimensional shape of the acetylcholine receptor 
has been determined by electron microscopy (11) and is shown in figure 
1.3. The five-fold symmetry of the receptor is apparent and suggests 
the equal participation of each of the subunits in channel formation . 
The central location and size of the channel are also indicated. 
Details of this channel structure will be discussed Ia ter in this 
work. 
Other members of this superfamily include the -r-aminobutyric acid 
(GABA) receptor (21..22).. and the strichnine-binding subunit of the 
glycine receptor (23). The GABA reccpG>r is made up of only four sub-
units, in contrast to the five subunits of the ~cetylcholine receptor. 
The stoichiometry of the GABA subunits is a2~2 (24) and both the a and 
J3 subunits are homologous to the a 1ubullif of the acetylcholine re-
ceptor. One major difference between . the two receptors ls that agon-
ist binding to the GABA receptor triggers the opening of an anion 
channel, rather than a cation channel. The glyciJ'le receptor is also 
believed to be composed of two types of homologous subunits (25) and 
like the GABA receptor prevents neural firing by hyperpolarizing the 
neural membrane. For this reason, an anion transport channel is prob-
able, but this protein has not been well-characterized yet. 
The "Bacteriorhodopsin" Superfamily 
This superfamily is composed of the proton pump bacteriorhodopsin 
(26), the chloride pump halorhodopsin (29), the muscarinic acetyl-
choline receptor, the adrenergic receptor, and all known eucaryotic 
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Figure 1.3 
Structure of the Acetylcholine Receptor 
A. Contour display of the acetylcholine receptor for a section 
which is perpendicular to the plane of the bilayer and passes through 
the receptor's center. The central plane of the bilayer is indicated 
by a broken line. 
B. Cross sections of the receptor, which are parallel to the plane 
of the bilayer. The upper half of diagrams a-c represents frozen, 
unstained membranes and the lower 
receptors stained with phosphotungstate. 
surface of the membrane. b) 15 A into 
half depicts the contours of 
a) 25 A above the synaptic 
the membrane from its synaptic 
surface. c) the cytoplasmic surface of the membrane. d) projection of 
two cross-linked receptor molecules. The scale bar (bottom right} 
corresponds to 25 A. 







sensory rhodopsins (27 ,28). There is, however, apparently no sequence 
homology between the two ion pumps and rhodopsin (30), although the 
overall structures of bacteriorhodopsin and rhodopsin have been shown 
to be virtually identical (31). Because there is some question about 
the inclusion of bacteriorhodopsin and halorhodopsin in this super-
family on the basis of sequence homology and because more information 




not be examined in detail in this work. Rhodopsin, the 
receptor, and the muscarinic receptors will be examined, 
used as test proteins because they are well-characterized 
membrane proteins. 
All of the above-mentioned proteins are believed to span the 
membrane seven times based upon sequence analysis, proteolytic in-
formation, and, most definitively, the low resolution crystal struc-
tures reported · for bacteriorhodopsin (I 0) and rhodopsin (31 ). This 
structure is shown in figure 1.4. Rhodopsins and the two pumps both 
have a molecule of retinal covalently attached to a lysine residue 
located on one of the transmembrane helices (26). This cofactor 
allows these proteins to respond to activation by 





respond to the binding of agonist, acetylcholine in the case of the 
former, and epinephrine or norepinephrine in the case of the latter. 
Recent evidence indicates that the binding of these agonists occurs 
within the transmembrane region (32.33), implying an important role 




Structure of Bacteriorhodopsin 
This balsa wood model of bacteriorhodopsin was derived from 
electron density maps obtained through x-ray diffraction studies. The 
protein is viewed roughly parallel to the plane of the membrane. 
This figure was reproduced from reference 10. 
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The response invoked by all the above proteins, with the exception 
of the G of bacteriorhodopsin and halorhodopsin, is mediated by one 
proteins. G proteins are a class of GTP-binding proteins that may act 
activate the to regulate 
phosphatidyl 
secondary messengers like cAMP and cGMP, 
inositol cycle, or interact directly with certain ion 
channels. In general, when members of this receptor superfamily are 
activated, conformational changes allow the binding and subsequent 
activation of the corresponding G-proteins. One other feature that 
these proteins all have in common is that each can be 
in the region of its C-terminus, although the functional 




Band 3 is the final protein to be examined in this work and it is 
the most complex in many ways. Band 3 is the 95 kDa anion transporter 
found in the membrane of red blood cells. As described above, it 
effects the electroneutral exchange of anions across the membrane. 
Although it is selective for monovalent anions, divalent anions can 
also be translocated at a greatly reduced rate. 
Ia ted that a proton is co-transported with 
Physiologically, band 3 exchanges chloride and 
effect, increases the carbon dioxide carrying 
preventing the build up of bicarbonate within 
It has been postu-
these dianions ( 41 ). 
bicarbonate. This, in 
capacity of blood by 
the red cell. Band 3 
also has several other functions within the cell. A part of the 
protein binds to cytoskeletal proteins to provide an important linkage 
between the cell membrane and cytoskeleton (36). Several cytoplasmic 
19 
proteins also bind to band 3 and include aldolase (37), 
glyceraldehyde-3-dehydrogenase (38), phosphofructokinase (39), and 
hemoglobin (40). In the membrane, band 3 exists as a dimer or 
tetramer (43), although the monomer is the unit of transport (44). 
Recently, several excellent reviews of this protein's structure 
have been published (34,35). In general, band 3 can be viewed as 
having two distinct domains. The N-terminal 42 kDa is located in the 
cytoplasm and is the section of the protein which binds the 
cytoskeleton and the cytoplasmic proteins mentioned above. The C-ter-
minal half of the protein contains the anion transport mechanism. 
This region of the protein has been proposed to span the membrane from 
10-12 times. An even number of transmembrane spans is required 
because both the C- and N-termini are located within the cell (42). 
Band 3 is also glycosylated in this transmembrane region. All in-
formation about the topology of this protein has come from proteolytic 
or chemical labelling experiments. No x-ray or electron diffraction 
structures are available at this time. 
20 
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CHAPTER 2 
TRANSMEMBRANE REGIONS OF INTEGRAL MEMBRANE PROTEINS 
2A. Introduction: General Views of Transmembrane Segments 
Now that the sequences of many transmembrane proteins have been 
determined, better methods for the identification of transmembrane 
helices from a knowledge of the primary structure are being sought. 
Toward that end, the characteristics of peptides which can be 
determined from their amino acid sequences are being examined with 
regard to the accurate prediction of transmembrane regions. 
Some proposed characteristics of transmembrane helices have their 
basis in the thermodynamic stability of the helix once it is located 
in the membrane. Because membranes have a hydrophobic central region, 
transmembrane helices are believed to consist mainly of hydrophobic 
residues. The ends of these helices are probably in contact with the 
polar lipid head groups so their termini are thought to be less 
hydrophobic. In addition, the dipole moment of the head group region 
is oriented such that positive charges at the membrane surface should 
be especially stable (I). Positive charges have in fact been reported 
to terminate putative transmembrane segments for several proteins 
(2,3). The presence of a proline residue in the center of a helix 
has been proposed to improve interhelix packing due to an induced bend 
in the helix. These pralines have also been postulated to play a role 
in conformational transitions in transport proteins (4). The location 
of pralines at helix termini may also be indicative of a change from 
the a-helical structure of the transmembrane region to the less 
24 
regular structure of the extramembranous loops. 
Some determinants of transmembrane topography have been proposed 
based on theories of membrane insertion. For instance, Engelman et 
a/. (5) have proposed a prediction method based on 
energy of insertion. The regions of a peptide which 
membrane are those that, when folded into an a-helix, 
the peptide's 
lie within the 
have the lowest 
transfer energies in going from aqueous solution into the membrane 
environment. A similar suggestion was made by von Heijne, who char-
acterized proteins of the bacterial inner membrane with regard to the 
charge distribution across the membrane (6). It was observed that 
for a set of well-characterized proteins, the cytoplasmic loops 
between transmembrane helices contained four times more basic residues 
than were found in the periplasmic loops. The distribution of neg-
atively charged residues did not show this asymmetry. It was postu-
lated that the activation energy to transfer the positive charges of 
the cytoplasmic loops past the dipolar headgroups would be high enough 
to prevent their translocation. 
One final mechanism of helix insertion will be mentioned. Singer 
et a/. (7) have proposed that transmembrane proteins can be inserted 
through the same mechanism as has been proposed for the secretion of 
hydrophilic proteins. This insertion would be mediated by special in-
tegral membrane proteins termed translocator proteins, which would 
provide an aqueous channel for the low-energy movement of the 
hydrophilic loops across the membrane as well as a pathway for the 
hydrophobic, transmembrane domains to exit from the translocator's 
channel into the bilayer. To date, such translocator proteins have 
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only been identified in the rough endoplasmic reticulum of eucaryotic 
cells (8), but the existence of similar proteins has been suggested 
for bacteria (9). Because this mechanism is highly speculative and 
the translocator protein virtually uncharacterized, the properties of 
a polypeptide chain, which would cause it to be transferred to the 
lipid environment, cannot be predicted. The determinants of peptide 
insertion into the membrane according to this model are protein-
protein interactions and not protein-lipid interactions. 
In the cases of several membrane proteins where more than one 
sequence is known, it has been noted that putative membrane regions 
have been better conserved than other parts of the protein (l 0,11 ). 
Whether this is a general characteristic of transmembrane helices 
suitable for aiding the identification of transmembrane regions of 
proteins has yet to be established. Another observation, which 
suggests that transmembrane regions are somewhat protected from evolu-
tionary change, is that the genetic codings for transmembrane regions 
are rarely interrupted by introns ( 12). 
In the following sections, some of these hypotheses about the 
general characteristics of transmembrane proteins will be examined, 
with a special emphasis on those which may be useful for the location 
of transmembrane helices within the peptide sequence. Several methods 
proposed for the assignment of transmembrane helices will also be 
evaluated. 
Assignment of Transmembrane Helices 
To date, many methods have been proposed for the identification of 
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transmembrane helices from a knowledge of the protein's amino acid 
sequence. By far, the most popular technique is the hydropathic 
by Kyte and Doolittle ( 13). In this method, 
the sequence is calculated and plotted as a 
analysis first proposed 
the hydrophobicity of 
function of sequence position. Many different hydrophobicity scales 
have 
they 
been proposed for the calculation of sequence hydrophobicity and 
are reviewed in reference 14. The ultimate goal of the 
hydropathic analysis is to identify hydrophobic regions which are 
long enough to traverse the hydrophobic center of the bilayer. In 
most analyses, these regions are determined by inspection, although a 
more quantitative method has been developed by Eisenberg et a/. ( 15). 
In this method, the helices selected as transmembrane are 21 residues 
long and have an average hydrophobicity above a certain threshold. A 
criterion is then used to select between any overlapping regions. The 
putative transmembrane regions are further characterized in this 
procedure on the basis of their amphipathic nature, an examination 
which also helps to locate the segment with respect to the membrane. 
Regions that are both hydrophobic and amphipathic are suspect as 
transmembrane regions because they may actually lie along the surface 
of the membrane instead of spanning it. The Eisenberg method includes 




segments to be characterized on the basis of their 
and amphiphilicity. This procedure will be discussed 




identification of transmembrane helices is questionable in the case of 
channel proteins. Channel-lining helices are probably amphiphili c, 
implying that up to 
Such a region might 
hydrophobicity. 
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50% of the residues could be 
not be detected in an analysis 
non-hydrophobic. 
based solely on 
Prediction of the secondary structure of transmembrane proteins 
has generally been unsuccessful, except perhaps in predicting the con-
formation of extramembranous loops (16). 
In this work, several of these methods will be applied to the 
reaction center proteins to assess their value in predicting the lo-
cations of transmembrane helices within the primary sequence of a 
protein. From the results of these analyses, criteria for the 
assignment of transmembrane helices are developed and applied to the 
acetylcholine receptor, rhodopsin, and band 3. Athough the use of 
only one membrane protein as a guide for general protein behavior is 
not ideal, some new conclusions about the nature of transmembrane 
helices can be made. 
The properties relating to the location of transmembrane regions 
which will be examined in this work include hydrophobicity, 
hydrophobic moment, secondary structure, overall variability, and 
charge and proline distributions. In addition, the proposal that the 
genetic coding of membrane-spanning regions is not interrupted by 
introns will be examined. The reliability of these methods will be 
improved by using the average characteristics of aligned, homologous 
sequences. Such averaging masks non-conserved properties of in-
dividual proteins. 
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2B. The Reaction Center 
The reaction center is the only intrinsic membrane protein for 
which the crystal structure is known to high resolution. This 
detailed structural information has permitted the transmembrane 
regions of the primary sequence to be identified to within one or two 
residues (17). At present, therefore, the reaction center is the best 
protein on which to test predictive algorithms for their accuracy in 
identifying the exact locations of transmembrane helices. 
Sequences 
indicated, or 
aid of the 
Methods 
were aligned with the aid of published alignments, where 
by inspection. Ambiguous regions were aligned with the 
Needleman and Wunch algorithm (18). This method of 
sequence alignment maximizes the similarity between two sequences by 
inserting gaps where necessary. A penalty is assigned for inserting 
the first gap, and a different, usually lesser, penalty is assigned 
for each successive gap. The penalties used in these alignments were 
generally 1.0 and 0.3, respectively. 
The hydrophobic analysis was done using the method and scale of 
Kyte and Doolittle (19). A seven-residue averaging window was 
generally used for this analysis. This hydrophobicity scale was 
chosen because the hydrophobic regions were well-defined and easily 
distinguishable from the hydrophilic regions. 
The hydrophobic moment analysis of Eisenberg was applied to the 
determination of transmembrane helices as originally described ( 15). 
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The Eisenberg hydrophobicity scale (15) was used to assess the average 
hydrophobicity at each residue position of the aligned sequences. 
Possible transmembrane regions were identified, which were 21 residues 
long and had an average hydrophobicity greater than or equal to .42. 
The best non-overlapping regions were selected on the basis of their 
hydrophobicities, and these putative membrane helices were then char-
acterized according to their amphiphilicity. The amphiphilicity is 
quantitated using a parameter called the average hydrophobic moment, 
which is defined below: 
r 
N 
where Hn is the hydrophobicity of the nth residue, N is the helix 
length, and s is the angle between successive side chains. The angle 
that corresponds to a regular a-helix is 100° and this value of s was 
used in these analyses. The higher the value calculated for the 
hydrophobic moment, the more amphipathic the peptide. The char-
acterization of the transmembrane helices, once identified, was done 
by plotting their hydrophobic moments versus their average 
hydrophobicities. Different regions of this type of plot were ten-
atively assigned by Eisenberg to different locales in relation to the 
bilayer, i.e., globular (extramembranous), surface, and transmembrane. 
These regions can be seen in figure 2.4. The two transmembrane 
regions differentiate between those helices which are multimeric, or 
likely to associate with other helices in the membrane, and those 
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which are monomeric. The monomeric helices are generally more 
hydrophobic and have lower hydrophobic moments. Although in his 
analyses, Eisenberg selected on the most amphipathic segment of each 
helix to characterize using these plots, the average for the complete 
21-residue helix has been used in this work. 
The prediction of secondary structure was done according to Chou 
and Fasman (20). The a-helix, ~-sheet, and ~turn potentials were 
calculated for each position in the primary structure. 
The variability analysis used to examine the proteins was that 
proposed by Wu and Kabat (21 ). This method takes into account both 
the variety of amino acids found at a particular position and the dis-
tribution of residues among these amino acid types. The expression 
for the variability is given below: 
Variability- number of different amino acids at a given posJtJOn 
frequency of the most common amino acid at that position 
A seven-residue smoothing window was used in this analysis. 
This work was done using the DNA Master program in the laboratory 
of Professor Leroy Hood at the California Institute of Technology. 
Results 
The alignment of the proteins used for the analysis of the reac-
tion center is shown in figure 2. 1. Sequences of both the L and M 
subunits were included because they are homologous. The actual 
positions of the helices as defined by Yeates et a/. ( 17) are indi-
cated in the figure. In general . the transmembrane regions are 
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Figure 2.1 
Alignment of the Reaction Center Sequences 
The positions of transmembrane helices as determined by Yeates e t 
a/. (I 7) have been indicated by heavy bars under the corresponding 
residues in the alignment. The upper bars indicate the transmembrane 
helices of the . L subunit and the lower bars the transmembrane regions 
of the M subunit. The reaction center sequences in the alignment 
include the L and M subunits of the following microorganisms: 
Rhodobacter sphaeroides (22,23), Rhoda pseudomonas vi rid is (24), and 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































aligned for the L and M subunits, confirming that these proteins can 
be treated as a homogeneous group. The helix ends for the two subunit 
types generally differ by only one or two residues. The largest dis-
crepency between them is at the N-terminus of helix B, where the M 
subunit has three more residues than the L subunit. Because the MB 
helix has an irregular turn at the membrane surface, a case could be 
made for exclusion of the first few residues, which probably lie along 
the very surface of the membrane and interact with the lipid 
headgroups. 
Hydrophobicity. The hydropathic 





ln figure 2.2. As 
each in a region 
designated as membrane-spanning. The shortest hydrophobic region 
corresponding to a transmembrane span is that of helix B, which is 16 
residues long. This observation is of interest for determining the 
minimum hydrophobic length required for a transmembrane location. If 
a rise per residue of 1.5 A is assumed, the length of the hydrophobic 
region is only 24 A long. This value is about S A shorter than the 
length of the hydrophobic region of the membrane, which was estimated 
to be about 29-30 A ( 17). The longest hydrophobic stretch is that of 
helix D, which is about 24 residues long. 
It is interesting to note that the helix ends do not correspond 
well to the edges of the hydrophobic regions. Only about 60% of the 
helix ends fall within 2 residues of the edge of a hydrophobic domain. 
If the protein traversing the headgroup region is more hydrophilic and 
the length of this headgroup region is about 5.5 A (26,27), three to 
four residues on either end of the heliJt could be expected to be non-
34 
Figure 2.2 
Hydropathy, Secondary Structure Potential, and Variability Plots 
for the Reaction Center Protein 
The 
variability 
hydropathy, secondary structure 




a function of 
sequence position. A smoothing window of seven residues was used for 
all plots. Heavy bars indicate the positions of transmembrane helices 




































































































































hydrophobic. Even allowing for this region, the C-terminal region of 
helix B is more hydrophilic than anticipated, perhaps relating to the 
fact that this region of helix B interacts with a cytoplasmic loop, 
which partially inserts into the membranous region (28). A comparison 
of the average hydophobicity of the 155 buried residues to that of the 
106 lipid-exposed residues showed that overall, both were hydrophobic, 
but the buried residues were relatively more hydrophilic. The 
hydrophobicity values according to the scale of Kyte and Doolittle 
(12) were 1.1 and 1.9 for the buried 
tively. Another unexpected observation 
helix E is located five residues before 
domain. 
and exposed residues, respec-
is that the C-terminus of 
the end of the hydrophobic 
The length of the hydophobic domain also does not correlate well 
to the length of the helix. Theoretically, as the length of the helix 
increases to allow for a greater inclination with respect to the 
bilayer normal or to allow a smaller radius of curvature, the length 
of the hydrophobic domain should also increase. In figure 2.3, the 
length of the hydrophobic stretch found within the actual helix is 
plotted against the number of helix residues. Discrepancies may 
result from helix-helix interactions, as mentioned above, although 
other explanations are possible. 
Hydrophobic: Moment. The helices predicted to be transmembrane by 
the Eisenberg criteria corresponded to the most hydrophobic, 
21-residue segment of each hydrophobic domain. All of the actual 
transmembrane regions of the reaction center were identified using the 
Eisenberg algorithm. This method did, however, predict an erroneous 
37 
Figure 2.3 
Helix Length vs. Hydrophobic Length 
The helix lengths as defined by Yeates, et a/. (17) have been 
plotted versus .the length of its hydrophobic domain as determined from 
the hydropathy plots. No line could be fitted to these points. 
38 
Helix Length vs. Hydrophobic Length 
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helix corresponding to position 169 of the alignment shown in figure 
2.1. This position corresponds to residues 137 and 167 of the Rb. 
sphaeroides L and M chains, respectively. According to Allen et a/. 
(28), half of this region corresponds to an amphiphathic surface 
helix, which might account for its selection by the algorithm. When 
the Eisenberg diagram, shown in figure 2.4 , is examined, the average 
hydrophobicity of the erroneous helix maps to the globular section. 
Although this type of diagram was originally used by Eisenberg to 
characterize only the most amphiphilic 11-residue segment of each 
helix, his derived limits may be useful in helix identification and 
discrimination. All other selected helices map to the transmembrane 
regions and none map to the surface region. Helices A, C, and perhaps 
F map to the region of the plot that designates solitary helices or 
signal sequences, although the significance of this in relation to 
multiple-span proteins like the reaction center is unclear. 
Secondary Structure. As previously noted, the prediction of 
secondary structure for membrane proteins has generally not been 
successful. There are, however, several results of interest upon the 
application of the Chou-Fasman algorithms to the aligned sequences. 
The most obvious feature in the secondary structure 
f igure 2.2 is that transmembrane regions are often 
to be ~-sheet. This outcome results from the fact 
with the highest ~sheet potential according to 
analysis shown in 
strongly predicted 
that the residues 
the Chou-Fasman 
assignments are also the residues with the greatest hydrophobicity 
according to Kyte and Doolittle. An examination of the predicted 
~-turns shows that predicted turns are located at or within five re-
40 
Figure 2.4 
Hydrophobic Moment Plot of the Reaction Center 
The average hydrophobic moment of each 21-residue helix selected 
by the Eisenberg algorithm {15) was plotted against its average 
hydrophobicity. The numerical helix positions refer to the numbering 
in the alignment of figure 2.1. Actual helices of the reaction center 
correspond to helices A, B, C, E, and F. 
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F = 271 
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sidues of the helix ends for 9 out of the 10 positions. One of these 
turns occurs at the C-terminus of helix E and is located in a 
hydrophobic region. Perhaps the presence of a turn is a better 
indication of the helix end than the end of a hydrophobic domain. No 
turns were predicted within the helical regions when the aligned 
sequences were analyzed, although some were 
were analyzed individually or in small groups. 
predicted if sequences 
Variability. The sequence variability of the transmembrane 
segments was found to be no less than that of the protein as a whole. 
This suggests that sequence conservation probably cannot be used as an 
indica tor of transmembrane regions. Inspection of the variability 
plot shown in figure 2.2 shows that the most conserved helical regions 
are the C-terminus of helix D and the N-terminus of helix E. These 
regions are the most buried in the three-dimensional structure of the 
protein, suggesting 
its location. This 
in this work. 
Pro lines and 
that the variability 
possibility will be 
Basic Residues. 
of a helix may be related to 
discussed in more detail later 
The distribution of positively 
charged residues and prolines was also examined. Proline residues 
were found within five residues of 8 out of 10 helix termini, although 
they were not all conserved. This observation is probably related to 
the observed (and predicted) presence of turns at these helix ends. 
There seems to be no pattern in the distribution of positive charges 
except that, when in a transmembrane segment, they tend to be near the 
ends. The C-terminal region of helix B is again an exception, 
perhaps due to its interaction with the interhelix loop. 
43 
Genetic Structure. The DNA, which codes for the L and M subunits 
of Rb. sphaeroides, contains no introns in the transcribed region, as 
is expected for a prokaryote. The distantly related proteins of 
photosystem 
aligned to 
II do contain introns, however. These sequences were 
those of the reaction center and the positions of the 
introns were compared to the positions of the transmembrane helices. 
This alignment and the intronic positions are shown in figure 2.5. Of 
the eight intronic positions, two of them mapped within the membrane, 
one within helix A, and one within helix B. In the aligned sequences, 
the intron in helix A marked the beginning of a hydrophilic C-terminal 
region for the Dl protein, but the corresponding position in the reac-
tion center is a continuation of the hydrophobic domain and six res-
idues from the C-terminus. The intron in helix B is eight residues 
before the C-terminus and marks the beginning of a more hydrophilic 
region for both the proteins. This is also the region that interacts 
with the extramembranous loop. One intron also maps to the N-terminus 
of helix B. 
Discussion 
The number of transmembrane helices in this protein was indicated 
clearly by inspection of the hydropathic plot and by analysis using 
the Eisenberg algorithm. As a predictive procedure, the hydropath ic 
analysis of Eisenberg is preferable for application to transport 
proteins because it is able to detect amphipathic helices. 
The difficulty in accurately identify ing helices is the determina-
tion of their endpoints. For instance, based on the hydrophobicity or 
44 
Figure 2.5 
Sequence Alignment of the Reaction Center Family 
The location of the reaction center's transmembrane helices are 
indicated in this alignment by heavy bars, the L subunit above the M 
Sequences obtained from genomic DNA are marked with asterisks and the 
intronic positions within them are denoted by vertical lines between 
residues. 
Sequences aligned: D2 Spinach, Spinachia oleracea (29); Pea, Pisum 
sativum (30); Liverwort, Marchantia polymorpha (31); Dl Spinach, Spin-
achia oleracea (32); Euglena, Euglena gracili (33); Chlamydomonas re-
inhardii (34); LM Rhodobacter sphaeroides (22,23); Rhodopseudomonas 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































the hydrophobic moment, the C·termini of both helix B and helix E 
would have been incorrectly predicted. The best parameter to use in 
the identification of likely helix termini, according to this study, 















termini is not generally observed, although this possibility will be 
discussed again in the next section. 
The location of introns within the primary sequence is probably 
not indicative of the actual helix termini, but may indicate the boun· 
dary of the region which actually determines the transmembrane lo-
cation for that helix. This hypothesis predicts that the presence of 
an intron in the central -13 residues of a transmembrane helix is 
highly unlikely. Any correlation between the locations of introns and 
the transmembrane sections of a peptide is tenuous at present and 
cannot be used in predictive schemes. 
The variability observed for the transmembrane regions also 
suggests that these regions are not more conserved than the rest of 
the protein, and that a predictive scheme should not incorporate con-
servation as a predictive characteristic. 
Based on the above observations, the method proposed for the 
prediction of transmembrane segments would consist of the following 
steps: 
1. Identify possible transmembrane helices using the Eisenberg 
selection method. 
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2. Use ~-turns as predicted by the Chou-Fasman method to identify 
probable helix ends. If no turns are predicted near the 
putative helix, proline residues, then basic residues (see 
next section) should be used to estimate the helix end's 
position. 
3. After at least one helix end per transmembrane region has been 
located, the other end should be sought an average of 26 
residues away, based on the average helix length of the 
reaction center subunits. Transmembrane helices are assumed 
to be between 20 and 33 residues in length, based upon the 
reaction center, and allowing for the possibility of thicker 
membranes or more tilted helices. 
4. When none of the above criteria can locate a helix end, the 
position resulting in a 26-residue helix could be used. 
5. The final step is to compare the putative helices to any known 
experimental evidence indicating protein topology. 
These guidelines will be applied to the nicotinic acetylcholine 
receptor, rhodopsin, and band 3 in the following sections. 
49 
2C. The Nicotinic Acetylcholine Receptor 
The criterion developed in the previous chapter was applied to the 
nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (AChR) in order to predict which 
regions of this protein lie within the membrane. Although some of the 
subunits have special roles in the binding of acetylcholine (35), for 
the purposes of this 
topologies with respect 
of the subunits as a 
analysis all were assumed to have 
to their transmembrane regions. This 




sequence homology and the experimental observation that some subunits 
can be exchanged without destroying channel activity (36). 
In the current literature, models of the acetylcholine receptor 
with both four and five transmembrane helices per subunit have been 
proposed. 
Methods 
The methods used to analyze the sequences of the AChR subunits 
were as described in the last section. The criterion outlined in the 
discussion section was applied to the prediction of the AChR's 
transmembrane helices. First, the regions selected by the Eisenberg 
method were identified and the surrounding residue positions examined 
for predicted ~-turns. Then, helix termini were assigned on the basis 




The sequence alignment used for the calculations is shown in 
figure 2.6. All residue numbers used in this discussion will refer to 
the numbering of the consensus sequence in this figure. 
The first step toward assigning the transmembrane regions was to 
identify the helices predicted by the Eisenberg method. These helices 
included residues 231-251, 265-285, 298-318, and 493-513. The 
hydrophobic moment plot of these selected helices is shown in figure 
2.7. None of 
globular regions 
the protein. 
the predicted helices fall within the surface or 
so all are predicted to be transmembrane regions of 
The hydrophobicity, 
profiles for the sequence 
four hydrophobic areas, 
secondary structure 






figure 2.8. The 
predicted trans-
membrane regions, are evident in the hydropathy plot. Predicted 
~-turns were located near one end of each of the four helices, and 
again, none were found within the putative transmembrane regions. The 
locations of these predicted ~turns were used to assign one helix 
terminus for each of the four regions. 
The other end of each helix was located through examination of the 
sequence composition in the regions which were about 25 amino acids 
from the known helix end. For two out of the four cases, a proline 
could be found to indicate the helix terminus. In the remaining two 
helices, the presence of conserved basic residues was observed in the 
regions near the likely helix termini and these basic residues were 
used to define the helix ends. Overall, there were conserved positive 
51 
Figure 2.6 
Sequence Alignment of the Acetylcholine Receptor Subunits 
The sequences in this alignment with known genetic structures have 
been denoted using asterisks and the intronic positions within t hese 
sequences were indicated by vertical lines between residues. The 
predicted transmembrane regions have been underlined with heavy bars. 
Sequences included: Cl Torpedo californica (37), Calf (38), Rat 
(39), Human (38), Drosophila (40); ~ Torpedo californica (37), Calf 
(41), Mouse (42); "Y Torpedo californica (37), Calf (43), Chicken ( 44 ), 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Hydrophobic Moment Plot of the Acetylcholine Receptor 
The four helices 
plotted according to 
hydrophobic moment. 
membrane. 
selected by the Eisenberg algorithm have been 
their average hydrophobicity and average 
















Hydrophobic Moment Plot 
Acetylcholine Receptor 
Average Hydrophobicity 
A = 231 
B = 265 
c = 298 
D = 493 
57 
Figure 2.8 
Hydropathy, Secondary Structure Potential, and Variability Plots 
for the Acetylcholine Receptor 
The aligned sequences of the acetylcholine receptor were analyzed 
with regard . to their hydrophobicity, secondary structure potential, 
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60 
charges at five of the eight helical ends. 
significance, four of these regions were 
helix. 
Although it may be of no 
at the N-terminus of each 
The regions finally selected as transmembranous correspond to re-
sidues 230-254, 260-284, 297-321, and 492-517 of the aligned 
sequences. 
The variability plot for this group of sequences indicates that 
the transmembrane regions are generally more conserved than the pro-
tein as a whole. 
Discussion 
The use of positive charges to indicate the termini of trans-
membrane helices may not be wholly justified on the basis of the 
sequences analyzed above, but previous studies using other proteins 
have also indicated that basic residues often occur at the membranous 
interface (2,3). For this reason their presence has been included as 
a means of identifying the helix ends, even though the reaction center 
and photosystem II proteins do not show a 
charges located at the termini of their 




Perhaps the presence of positive charge at a helix terminus relates to 
the membrane composition or the method of membrane insertion. 
The helices defined for the acetylcholine receptor using this 
method of assignment generally agree with those chosen by other 
authors on the basis of hydrophobicity alone (37). The presence of 
the amphipathic helix proposed by some to span the bilayer and to line 
the cation channel ( 48-51) was not pred icted as a transmembrane 
61 
region. The uncertainty in the number of transmembrane regions 
persists in the literature for several reasons. In their review of 
the AChR, Popot and Changeux (52) point out that both the four- and 
five-helix 
sites on 
models place the 







phosphorylation sites of Torpedo cali/ornica, ')1Ser354 and 6Ser361, are 
on the cytoplasmic side. Knowledge of the location of the C-terminus 
would, however, distinguish between these two models. Biochemical 
experiments have recently localized the C-terminus of the 6 subunit to 
the synaptic side of the membrane (53), but immunolocalization 
experiments indicate a cytoplasmic location for it (54). The use of 
immunolocalization in the determination of transmembrane topology has 
recently been questioned, especially in light of conficting 
information about the receptor which resulted from similar 
immunolocalization experiments (55). The biochemical determination of 
the location of the C-terminus may be more reliable and, therefore, 
the four helices selected in this work are assumed to represent the 
transmembrane regions of the acetylcholine receptor. 
62 
2D. Rhodopsin 
Rhodopsin is homologous to both the ~-adrenergic and muscarinic 
acetylcholine receptors. Within the rhodopsin family are both types 
of photoreceptors, those found in the membranes of cone cells, some-
times referred to as the iodopsins, and those found in the 
photoreceptor disks of rod cells, the rhodopsins. Because rhodopsin 
is located in the membrane of the photoreceptor disc, its intradiscal 
loops correspond to the extracellular portions of the iodopsin, the 
~-adrenergic receptor, and the muscarinic acetylcholine receptor. 
All proteins in the rhodopsin superfamily are believed to contain 
seven transmembrane helices from hydrophobic analyses. X-ray 
diffraction studies of frog disk rhodopsin have shown that this 
protein does indeed have seven membrane-spanning helices and that the 
three-dimensional shape of this rhodopsin is virtually identical to 
that of bacteriorhodopsin (57). The regions in the primary sequence 
which correspond to these helices 
although proteolysis (reviewed 10 
have not been explicitly identified, 
58) and photolabelling (59,60) ex-
periments have helped to identify the locations of certain residues. 
Methods 
The methods used for assigning the transmembrane helices of 
rhodopsin were as described in the prev ious sections of this chapter. 
Results 
The alignment used for these anal yses is shown in figure 2.9. The 
63 
Figure 2.9 
Sequence Alignment of Rhodopsin 
Proteins in this alignment for which the gene structure is known 
have been indicated with asterisks. Within those sequences, the 
intron locations have been denoted by vertical lines between residues. 
The heavy bars underlining portions of the alignment indicate pu ta ti ve 
transmembrane regions. 
Sequences included are human blue, green, and red opsin (61 ), 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































positions of known introns in the protein-encoding region of the DNA 
have been indicated in this figure. Residue numbers used in the 
following discussion will refer to the numbering of the consensus 
sequence. 
The Eisenberg analysis identified seven possible transmembrane 
regions and the hydrophobic moment plot for these regions is shown in 
figure 2.10. Of these regions, six could be defined on one end by a 
~-turn as shown 
The other ends 
residue bordered 
by the secondary structure 
could all be positioned such 
the helix. The regions 
prediction in figure 
that a proline or 




membrane, M1 to M7, correspond to residues 52-82, 89-116, 126-151, 
165-193, 218-247, 270-293, and 302-327. The ~turn analysis predicted 
turns in the centers of helices and 6 as so defined. The current 
assignments were selected because alternate assignments would have in-
corporated many more charged residues into the membrane. 




helices of rhodopsin are 





longer than those 
or those determined 
predicted 
for the reaction center. The photoreceptor disc 
membrane is believed to be thicker than other membranes due to the 
presence of long-chain lipids and fatty acids (66), a fact that may 
explain this difference. Because the ~-adrenergic receptor and the 
muscarinic acetylcholine receptor are located in the cell membrane, 





Hydrophobic Moment Plot for Rhodopsin 
seven regions 
according to 
selected by the 
their average 
Eisenberg criteria have been 
hydrophobicity and average 
















Hydrophobic Moment Plot 
Rhodopsin 
Average Hydrophobicity 
A = 58 
B ,. 92 
c = 130 
D ::a 170 
E .. 220 
F • 270 




Hydropathy, Secondary Structure Potential, and Variability Plots 
for Rhodopsin 
hydropathy, secondary structure potential, and sequence 
variability has been plotted as a function of sequence position . 

































































































































































correspond well with those of the other receptors when the sequences 
are aligned. 
The predicted helices do not contain any of the sites that have 
been shown to be extramembranous. These sites are conveniently 
summarized by Findlay (58), who modeled ovine rhodopsin. The CNBr 
cleavage sites included in that summary were not considered in 
evaluating the current transmembrane topology because cyanogen bromide 
may be membrane permeant, allowing cleavage to occur within the 
membrane. In addition, the conditions used for such cleavages are 
harsh and likely to destroy membrane integrity. All sites shown to be 
in the hydrophobic domain, as defined by photolabelling with the 
hydrophobic probe azido-iodobenzene (59,60), map to the transmembrane 
region with the exceptions of two lysine residues at positions 83 and 
248. These lysines are immediately adjacent to assigned trans-
membrane helices, helices Ml and M6, and there is evidence in both 
cases that the following amino acid is extramembranous (58). 
Together, this information helps to confirm the helix assignments for 
Ml and M6, the two helices which each have a predicted ~-turn within 
them. The cysteine residue at position 333 was also labelled by 
azido-iodobenzene, but has been shown by other evidence to be 
hydrophilic and exposed to the cytoplasm (67). 
Like the reaction center, the sequences of the predicted helices 
were as variable as the protein as a whole, although a large fraction 
of this protein is located 1n the membrane. Those loops of the 
protein exposed to the cytoplasm were fairly well conserved, however. 
Three of the five intron locations correspond to helix termini. 
71 
Of the remaining two, one is located in the N-terminal, extra-
membranous portion of the protein, and the other is located in the 
center of M3. This latter location is contrary to the idea · that 
introns do not occur in the center of the DNA coding for membrane-
spanning regions. 
72 
2E. Band 3 
The anion-exchange protein, band 3, is found in the erythrocyte 
membrane. It is composed of two sections, a 
region which is not essential to ion transport 
cytoplasmic 
(68) and a 
N-terminal 
membrane-
associated, C-terminal domain which contains the transport machinery. 
Both the N- and C-termini of this protein are believed to be located 
on the cytoplasmic side of the membrane (69}, indicating that the 
protein must span the membrane an even number of times. 
The assignment of transmembrane helices for band 3 may be somewhat 
different than for the other proteins examined thus far. Band 3 is an 
anion transporter and may, therefore, contain basic residues within 
the transmembrane region. The use of positively charged residues to 
indicate helix ends may lead to erroneous assignments when such re-
sidues are located near the channel mouth but within the membrane. 
Methods 
The methods were applied as described earlier. Because only three 
sequences for this protein are known in their entirety, all currently 
known fragments of human erythrocyte band 3 were also included in the 
analyses. The inclusion of partial sequences in these procedures does 
not introduce artifacts because the quantities examined are averages. 
The one exception is the variability analysis, for which the partial 
sequence was not included. 
Although the analytical techniques were the same as those 
described earlier, a modification of the procedure outlined in section 
73 
2B was required and will be described below. 
Results 
The sequences known for band 3 are shown aligned in figure 2.12. 
The numbering of the consensus sequence will be used to denote residue 
positions in the following discussion. 
The Eisenberg algorithm predicted 12 possible transmembrane 
regions in band 3. These 21-residue regions begin at residues 330, 
505, 548, 592, 622, 694, 730, 785, 832, 887, 909, and 970 of the 
aligned sequences. In figure 2.13 the hydrophobic moment plot of 
these regions shows that the putative helix at 330 maps to the 
globular region of the 
this region is probably 
hydrophobic moment diagram, 
not membrane-associated. This 
been experimentally verified since 
cytoplasmic N-terminal region of the 












transmembrane helices. The requirement that there must be an even 
number of membrane-spanning regions for this protein indicates that 
either one of these predicted helices does not traverse the membrane, 
or a region traverses the membrane more than once. An examination of 
the hydrophobicity plot shown in figure 2.14 shows two hydrophobic 
domains which could, conceivably, span the membrane more than once. 
In order to define the transmembrane topology of band 3, it was 
necessary to incorporate known experimental evidence concerning the 
transmembrane disposition of the protein after possible transmembrane 
regions were identified. Reviews of such topological information have 
74 
Figure 2.12 
Sequence Alignment of Band 3 
The sequences of chick erythroid (70), mouse erythroid (71 ), and 
human non-erythroid (72) band 3 have been aligned. The human non-
erythroid band 3 has been denoted as K562, after the cell line from 
which it was derived. Partial sequences of human erythroid band 3 
(73-79) have also been included. It should be noted that the 
numbering of the protein fragments of human erythroid band 3 in this 
figure is meaningless after the first 201 residues. 
The locations of introns in the DNA coding for the murine sequence 
have been determined by Kopito et a/. (80) and are denoted within the 
protein sequence by vertical lines between residues. Heavy bars 
underlining portions of the aligned sequences indicate putative 
membrane helices. 
This alignment is patterned after that of Demuth et a/. (72), 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Hydrophobic Moment Plot of Band 3 
In this diagram, the helices selected by the Eisenberg algorithm 
have been plotted according to their average hydrophobicity and 
hydrophobic moment. Region A is not located within the membrane (74), 
















Hydrophobic Moment Plot 
Band 3 
Average Hydrophobicity 
A = 330 G = 730 
8 = 505 H = 785 
c = 548 I = 832 
D = 592 J = 887 
E = 622 K = 909 
F = 694 L = 970 
79 
Figure 2.14 
Hydropathy, Secondary Structure Potential, and Variability Plots 
for Band 3 
The hydrophobicity, secondary structure potential, and sequence 
variability for the band 3 sequence alignment has been displayed as a 
function of residue position. Heavy bars indicate the positions of 
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been published (81 ,82). In figure 2.15, known proteolytic information 
and other pertinent topological data have been depicted in a schematic 
diagram. 
The N-terminus of the protein is known to be intracellular. 
Intracellular tryptic cleavage at residue 453 removes most of this 
intracellular domain and leaves the transporting part of band 3 intact 
within the membrane (68,74). The pepsin cleavage site, which occurs 
at residue 493 (75), is also assumed to be intracellular because there 
is no intervening hydrophobic region. A lysine residue corresponding 
to residue 529 was shown to be extracellular by reductive methylation 
(83), so the first transmembrane helix is located between residues 493 
and 529. This helix, Ml, was assigned to 503-529. 
An extracellular chymotryptic cleavage site occurs at residue 652 
(77), so between residues 529 and 652, the peptide must traverse the 
membrane an even number of times. Only three helices are predicted 
for this region by the Eisenberg anaysis, so either one region spans 
the membrane twice or one region does not span the membrane. The 
hydrophobic region between 530 and 653 could span the bilayer twice so 
helices M2 and M3 will be assigned as residues 534-555, and 558-578, 
respectively. Helices M4 and M5 as defined by the protocol are 591-
616 and 618-640. In confirmation of these assignments, papain 
cleavage sites have recently been identified at residues 588 and 590 
(76). One of the lysine residues at positions 638 or 641 can be 
labelled from outside the cell by 4,4'-diisothiocyano-dihydrostilbene-




Schematic Diagram of Band 3 Topology 
The topology and sites of proteolytic cleavage have been indicated 
in this schematic diagram. Some sites of chemical labelling have also 
been included. No attempt was made to represent the topology of the 
cytoplasmic domain. Numbers in parentheses refer to residue positions 
according to the alignment in 
C-terminus; Cit, chymotryptic 
H 2DIDS, covalent labelling 
bene-2,2'-disulf on ate; Ll, site 
figure 2.12. Abbreviations used are: C, 
cleavage site; CHO, glycosylation site; 
site of 4,4'-diisothiocyano-dihydrostil-
of lactoperoxidase-ca ta 1 yzed radio-
iodination; N, N-terminus; P, pepsin cleavage site; Pa, papain cleav-

































































































































An extracellular papain cleavage site at residue 687 has been 
identified (86). Because the region between the extracellular 
chymotryptic cleavage at 652 and this site is short and hydrophillic, 
it is unlikely to span the membrane. An extracellular papain cleavage 
site after residue 758 (87,88), indicates that the region between re-
sidues 687 and 758 must also contain an even number of transmembrane 
helices. These regions, corresponding to 695-715 and 729-752, compose 
helices M6 and M7. These assignments correlate well with the evidence 
from lactoperoxidase-catalyzed radioiodination, which indicates that 
Tyr 754 is extracellular and Tyr 722 is intracellular (77,81,82). 
A chymotryptic cleavage site occurs at position 780 (75), and 
because, again, there is no hydrophobic domain between this site and 
the extracellular papain site at 758, residue 780 is presumed to be 
extracellular. The intracellular trypsin cleavage site at 869 (78) 
indicates that the peptide must traverse the membrane an odd number of 
times, although the Eisenberg analysis and inspection of the 
hydropathic plot indicate that two spans are more likely. The region 
from residues 820 to 860 is generally more hydrophobic than the region 
from 780 to 810, so this region will be chosen to traverse the 
membrane twice. Helices M8, M9, and MIO are therefore assigned to the 
residues 786-816, 825-847, and 848-869. 
A papain cleavage site is located at position 884 (76) and is 
assumed to be intracellular because no hydrophobic stretch separates 
it from the intracellular tryptic cleavage site at 869. The intra-
cellular C-terminus requires that the remaining section of the peptide 
span the membrane an even number of times. Again, a region of the 
87 
peptide, which is not predicted as transmembranous, must cross the 
bilayer or a section 
extramembranous. It 
predicted to reside within the membrane 
seems unlikely that three helices could 
must be 
be con-
tained in the region between the papain cleavage site at 884 and the 
end of this hydrophobic region at 935, a region for which the 
Eisenberg algorithm predicts two helices. A more likely location is 
between residues 955 and 1000. The helices for this final region of 
the protein are predicted to be between residues 886-906, 911-932, 
967-991, and 994-1013. 
The positions of introns within the protein coding is indicated in 
figure 2.12. Of the 12 introns, five are located within predicted 
transmembrane regions and four of these are within five residues of 
the helix terminus. Only the intron which interrupts the DNA coding 
for Mll is within the hydrophobic center of the helix. 
The variability plot in figure 2.13 indicates that, in general, 
the putative transmembrane regions of band 3 are more conserved than 
those regions which are proposed to be extramembranous. 
Discussion 
In total, 14 helices were assigned to the transmembrane region of 
band 3, three more than would have been predicted in the absence of 
experimental data. These helices correspond to: Ml(503-529), M2(534-
555), M3(558-578), M4(591-616), M5(618-637 ), M6(695-715), M7(729-752}, 
M8(786-816), M9(825-847), M10(848-869), Mll(886-906), Ml2(9ll-932), 
Ml3(967-991), and Ml4(994-1013). Of the helices predicted, eight are 
bordered on at least one end by 8 -turns. Five contain predicted 
88 
8-turns, which may result from the limited number of sequences 
included. All the other edges are bordered by either pralines or 
basic residues with the exception of the N-terminus of helix 13, which 
was assigned based on the distance from the assigned C-terminus. The 
assignment of helices 2-3 , 9-10, and 13-14 were somewhat difficult on 
the basis of predicted 8-turns, pralines, and basic residues because 
more than one assignment could be made. Helices 2-3 and 9-10 could be 
assigned equally well as a short loop which would not reach the 
opposite face of the membrane. At this time, the longer loops will be 
chosen because the existence of a 8-turn, 
of 
or any other type of turn, 
within the hydrocarbon region the lipid bi Ia yer is 
Turns within the hydrophobic region of thermodydamically unfavorable. 
the bilayer would leave polar, backbone carbonyl moieties exposed to 
the hydrocarbon region without stabilization from hydrogen-bonding. 
Such turns might be protected from the lipid bilayer by other trans-
membrane helices, but this possibility will not be considered in this 
work. The assignment of helices 
accessibility of cytosolic reagents to 




is consistent with 
cysteine residues 




residues within the helices also is consistent with the observation 
that under some conditions, they form a disulfide linkage (89). The 
recent identification of the pyridoxal 
residue 977 (79) also helps to confirm the 
phosphate binding-site 
membranous location of 
lt 
thIS 
residue. This site has been shown to be an integral part of band 3's 
transport mechanism. 
The helices, as assigned, accommodate all known proteolytic in-
89 
formation and correctly place residue 768, the 
glycosylation (90,91), in an extracellular location. 
The assignment scheme of section 2B failed to 






t 'lat the 
Eisenberg algorithm searches for 21-residue helices. If this length 
were shortened a little to 18 residues, the two helices assigned as M2 
and M3 may both have been identified. The other two helices assigned 
to be transmembrane, MlO and Ml4, are significantly hydrophilic and 




helix-length was sought. It 
transmembrane helices that 
In such a case, it is 
is possible in 
some of them 
likely that the 
a protein with so 
will be completely 
buried helices will 
have properties quite different from those that are lipid-exposed, and 
will not be easily identified with the current, or perhaps any, scheme 




The variability of the transmembrane helices with respect to the 
overall variability of the membrane protein seems to depend upon the 
arrangement of the helices within the bilayer. Proteins such as 
rhodopsin and the reaction center have transmembrane helices which are 
all in contact with the lipid. These regions tend to be as variable as 
the protein as a whole. On the other hand, proteins like the 
acetylcholine receptor and band 3 may have a substantial number of 
buried helices, i.e., helices that are not in contact with the lipid. 
Both of these proteins possess a large 
helices, 20 in the case of the assembled 
28 in the case of a band 3 dimer. It is 
number of transmembrane 
acetylcholine receptor, and 
probable that these helices 
will pack in such a way that lipid molecules will be excluded as much 
as possible, leaving some helices buried. The calculated volume of 







(92) suggests that , indeed, lipids are excluded 
helices. The transmembrane helices of band 3 
receptor generally were found to be less vari-
able than protein as a whole, a condition which may relate to more 
stringent requirements of helix-helix packing compared to helix-lipid 
interactions. 
Genetic Struc ture 
In total, thirty transmembrane helices have been examined in this 
91 
work, five from the reaction center and 25 putative membrane helices 
from the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor, rhodopsin, and band 3. Of 
these helices, only two are interrupted in their central regions by 
introns. If the intron positions of the Dl and D2 proteins of photo-
system II are assumed to correlate to the L and M proteins, this 
number increases to three. A study of several diverse membrane 
proteins (12) also indicated that transmembrane regions are not 
generally interrupted by introns in their hydrophobic core regions, 
although there was at least one exception. One explanation of these 
observations lies in the theory that exons correspond to the func-
tiona! and/or structural domains of a protein. This theory (93-95) 
was developed shortly after the discovery of introns and RNA splicing 
and included the idea that exon shuffling in the DNA or variations in 
splicing would aid the evolution of new proteins through the addition 
and deletion of functional domains. In the case of membrane proteins, 
these domains might include an extramembranous loop, a transmembrane 
helix, or groups of transmembrane helices, but probably not half of a 
helix. The observation that only about ten percent of the membrane 
helices examined are split by introns supports these ideas. 
Another explanation based on probability and the DNA sequence is 
possible, however. The consensus sequences, which indicate the begin· 
ning and end of an intron, have been determined for eucaryotic organ-
isms. The sequence denoting the start of an intron is (~)AGGT(~ )AGT 




(~) AGG to 
exonic bases (96). An 
determine which amino 
analysis of the 
acids are likely 
ex on ic 
to be 
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associated with an intron, reveals that approximately 54% of splice 
junctions should contain positively charged residues, which often 
occur at the termini of transmembrane helices, and approximately 92% 
of the junctions should contain at least one hydrophilic residue. If 
no factors other than the consensus sequence operate to determine the 




are believed to 
of the 
stabilize 
protein. Because hydrophobic 
the structures of globular 
proteins and to determine the topologies of membrane proteins, splice 
junctions may have developed in this manner so that these regions were 
avoided. In support of this view is the observation that splice junc-
tions map to the hydrophilic surfaces of many globular proteins where 
turn regions occur (97). The consensus sequence also would allow for 
about 50% of the splice junctions to contain one of the four residues 
with the highest 13-turn potential according to Chou and Fasman (20). 
This statistical analysis of the consensus sequence indicates that 
the occurence of introns within the coding regions of transmembrane 
helices is unfavored, but not forbidden. Approximately 8% of the 
splice junctions could exclusively contain hydrophobic residues and 




junctions are expected to 
those involving turns or 
are similar to those that 
transmembrane helices. 
map to hydrophilic regions, espe-
perhaps positive residues. Such 
can be found at the ends of some 
The above discussion was based solely upon the analysis of a con-
93 
sensus sequence. A more rigorous investigation would take common 
variants of this sequence into account, as well as the frequency of 
hydrophilic residues within transmembrane regions. Unfortunately, 
there is not much experimental evidence available for an accurate 
assessment of the latter in membrane proteins with multiple membrane-
spanning regions. Only predicted assignments such as those made 
herein are available in most cases. 
Assignment of Transmembrane Helices 
In general, the criterion developed in chapter 2 worked well for 
the prediction of transmembrane helices for the acetylcholine receptor 
and rhodopsin. For band 3, however, experimental evidence had to be 
incorporated during the assignment procedure. The reason band 3 is 
anomalous is probably that this protein contains enough transmembrane 
helices that some of them may be completely protected from the lipid 
environment. These helices might have properties different from 
lipid-exposed helices. If helices were close-packed, any protein with 
six or more predicted transmembrane regions might also have an una-
dentified, buried helix. For such proteins, experimental evidence 
concerning the protein's topology should be included in the prediction 
procedure whenever possible. 
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CHAPTER 3 
VARIABILITY ANALYSIS OF TRANSMEMBRANE REGIONS 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, various algorithms designed 
to predict the secondary structure of proteins have been developed, 
although none have been very successful when applied to membrane 
proteins (I). From the x-ray crystal structures of bacteriorhodopsin 
(2), rhodopsin (3), and the reaction center (4-5), and from various 
studies employing circular dichroism, however, it appears that for 
most membrane proteins, the secondary structure of the peptide chain 
within the membrane is a-helical. The three-dimensional structure of 
the protein within the membrane would be obtained if the spacial rela-
tionships between the helices could be determined. Significant 
progress toward this end could be made even if the disposition of each 
helix with respect to other helices and the bilayer lipids could be 
determined. A method for assigning such helix orientations on the 
basis of 
below. 
sequence variation has been developed and is described 
In the last chapter it was suggested that those helices which are 
exposed to lipids tend to be more variable than those which are buried 
within the protein. Yeates et a/. (6) have made a similar observation 
on the level of the primary structure. In their work, it was found 
that residues of the reaction center which face the lipid bilayer 
were, in general, less conserved than those which interacted with 
other helices. 
serve as a 
If the lipid's hydrocarbon region 






for globular proteins (7), which are variable on surfaces that are 
solvent-exposed. Presumably, the requirements for protein-protein 
interactions are more stringent than those for protein-lipid interac-
tions. 
The method described below results in the identification of vari-
able residues, which are probably lipid-exposed in the assembled pro-
tein. The positions of these variable residues within their a-helices 
will only be discussed briefly in this section. The use of this 
derived information will be dealt with in the next chapter where it 
plays a significant role in the three-dimensional modelling of the 
proteins. 
Methods 
The variability analysis of Wu and Kabat (8) was used to quanti-
tate the diversity of the sequences at each residue position. The 
definition of variability is: 
Variability • number of different amino acids at a 2iven oos1t10n 
frequency of the most common amino acid at that position 
The alignments for the reaction center, the nicotinic acet yl-
choline receptor, rhodopsin, and band 3 used for these calculations 
are those found in figures 2.1, 2.6, 2.9, and 2.12, respectively. The 
regions examined were the experimentally determined transmembrane 
helices in the case of the reaction center, and the portions of the 
other proteins predicted in the preceding chapter to be transmembrane. 
Residues were designated as either variable or conserved based on 
the variability values calculated above. The ranges of these values 
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used to distinguish variable and conserved residues necessarily varied 
with the protein under study, due to the different numbers of 
sequences in each analysis and their evolutionary diversity. The 
ranges used are given in the table below. 
Protein Variable Conserved 
Reaction Center ~ 10.0 ~ 2.5 
Acetylcholine Receptor ~ 8.0 ~ 5.0 
Rhodopsin ~ 6.0 s 2.5 
Band 3 ~ 3.0 s 2.9 
These values were selected somewhat qualitatively based upon the frac-
tion of amino acids classified. No universal criterion could be 
derived because of the varying degrees of evolutionary divergence 
within each sequence group, and because of the complex dependency of 
the variance parameter upon the number of sequences analyzed. 
Results 
Reaction Center. The residues of the reaction center's 
transmembrane helices were designated as conserved or variable. The 
correspondence between these assignments and the exposure of the re-
sidues to lipid molecules, as defined by Yeates, et a/. (6), is shown 
in figure 3.1. Of the residues designated as conserved, 87-91% corre-
spond to residue positions, which are more than half buried within 
the protein. The residues designated as conserved, therefore, corre-
spond well to residue positions with less than a 50% lipid-exposure, 
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Figure 3.1 
Variability Analysis of the Reaction Center's Transmembrane Helices 
The residues in the transmembrane regions of the reaction center 
were examined with regard to their evolutionary conservation and 
assigned as conserved or variable. Shown in this figure are the 
transmembrane helices and the membrane exposures of each residue as 
determined by Yeates, et a/. (6). The sequences of the reaction 
center of Rb. sphaeroides (9) are shown above the lipid accessibility 
of the residues. Lipid exposure: M, >50%, m, 20-50%, blank, 0-20%. 
The residues designated conserved, c, or variable, v, are indicated 
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as expected. The variable residues do not correspond as well to the 
lipid-exposed residues. Of the 21 variable residues, 17, or 81%, 
coincide with residue positions that are exposed to some extent to the 
lipid bilayer. The remaining four residue positions are located near 
the center of helices C, D, and E. Two cofactors of the reaction 
center, bacteriochlorophyll b and bacteriopheophytin b, lie in pockets 
formed, in part, by these three helices. It is impossible to deter-
mine from published literature whether or not these four residues face 
the cofactors, but it is likely that the phytyl and isoprenoid chains 







constraints on their interfacial amino acids. 
cofactors may, therefore, be more variable 
than residues involved in helix-helix interactions, although they 
would still be considered "buried" in that they are not exposed to 
membrane lipids. In support of this idea is the observation that only 
52-71% of the variable residues are exposed to the lipid membrane over 
half of their surfaces, although the location of these residues with 
respect to the cofactors could not be determined from the literature. 
The conserved and variable residues for the reaction center's 
transmembrane helices were also determined 
the Dl 
using the sequence align-
and 02 proteins of photo-ment of figure 2.5, which includes 
system II. The assignments did not correspond as well to the struc-
tural domains as the designations reported above. This is probably 
due to the fact that the proteins of this sequence alignment are more 
diverse. Proteins which are less related can be expected to contain 
more suppressor mutations, or pairs of compensating mutations, which 
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may occur in functionally significant regions of the protein. Such 
mutations would tend to make this type of analysis based on sequence 
variance less accurate. 
Acetylcholine Receptor. Rhodopsin, W. .la.!ll1. l . Residues of these 
three proteins 
assignments are 
were assigned as 
in figures 
conserved or variable and these 
shown 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4. It is interesting 
to note that in the case of the acetylcholine receptor, residues that 
are well-conserved within a certain subunit are often found to be 
variable when all the subunits are taken into consideration. (The 
sequence alignment for the acetylcholine receptor can be found in 
figure 2.6.) The degree of evolutionary divergence in the sequences 
used as a data set may therefore be of great importance in this type 
of analysis. In addition, it is good to have a large number of 
sequences to avoid erroneous assignments. If only the a subunit of 
the acetylcholine receptor was used in this analysis, the residue 
corresponding to position 232 of the alignment in figure 2.6 might 
have been assigned as variable but more sequences indicate that this 
position is actually conserved. 
No conclusions about the correlation 
lipid-exposed regions or the correspondence 
of variable residues 
of conserved residues 
to 
to 
buried residues can be made in the case of these proteins until more 
is known about their three-dimensional structures. These residues do, 
however, tend to map to one face of an a-helix, as will be shown m 
the next chapter, in which the three-dimensional modelling of each of 
these proteins will be discussed. One other observation that comes 
from three-dimensional computer modelling will be mentioned here. 
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Figure 3.2 
Variability Analysis of the Acetylcholine Receptor's 
Transmembrane Helices 
The residues designated as conserved, c, or variable, v, have been 
indicated below the sequences of the transmembrane helices for this 
receptor. 
shown. 





































P L Y F I V N V I I P C L L F S F L T S L V F Y L 235 
P L F Y L V N V I A P C I L I T L L A I F V F Y L 246 
P L F Y V I N I I A P C V L I S S V A I L I Y F L 243 
P L F Y I I N I L V P C V L I S F M I N L V F Y L 249 
c c c c v c c v c v c c c c c c v v c c c c c 
G E K M T L S I S V L L S L T V F L L V I Y E L I 264 
G E K MG L S I FALL T LTV F L L L LAD K V 275 
G Q K C T Y AT NV L LA Q TV F L FLY ADD Y 273 
G E K T S V A I S Y L L A Q S Y F L L L I S K R L 278 
c c c v c v c c c c c c c c c c v v v v 
Y M L F T M V F V I A S I I I T Y I Y I N T H H T 20 1 
Y L MF T MY LV T F S VI L S V V V L N L H H R 312 
Y L T F L MY Y T I L I V V N S V Y Y L NY S L R 310 
FLLFGMYLYTMYYVI CYI YLNI HFR315 
c c v c v c v v v v c v v v c c c c v c v c 
HI L L G Y F ML Y C L I G T LAY FAG R L I E L 433 
RLFLWTFI YFTS YGTLYI FLDATYHL471 
RYCFLAMLS LFI CGTAG.I FLMAHYNQ479 
R L C L F V V T P V MY V G TAW I F L Q G V Y N Q 475 
c v v c v v v v v v v v v c c v v c c v v v v v v 
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Figure 3.3 
Variability Analysis of Rhodopsin's Transmembrane Helices 
The residues designated as conserved, c, or variable, v, have been 
indicated below the sequences of the transmembrane helices. The 
















35 W Q F S M L A A Y M F L L I V L G F P I N F L T L Y V T V Q H 65 
c v v v v c v v v v v v c v c c v c v v v 
72 L N Y I L L N L A V A D L F M V F G G F T T T L Y T S L 99 
c c c c c c c c c c c v v v v v v v c v v v v v 
1 09 G C N L E G F F A T L G G E I A L W S L V V L A I E 134 
vcvccc v v c c v v v c c c c v v c 
148 F G E N H A I M G VA F T W V MAL A C A A P P L V G W S 176 
c v v c c v c c c c v v v v v v c c c v v c c c 
20 1 E S . F V I Y M F V V H F S I P L I V I F F C Y G Q L V F T V 230 
c v c v c v c c v v c v c c v c c v v v 
253 M V I I M V I A F L I C W L P Y A G V A F Y I F 276 
c c c c v c c v c c v c c c v c v v v 
285 P I F MT I P A F FA K S S S V Y N P VI Y I MMN 310 
c v v v c c c c c c c v c c c c c c v v c c 
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Figure 3.4 
Variability Analysis of Band 3's Transmembrane Helices 
The residues in the transmembrane regions which have been 
designated as variable, Y, are shown beneath the sequence of murine 
band 3 ( 16). Because there were few sequences in this analysis, 
residues which were not strictly conserved were assigned to be 
variable. For the sake of clarity, these conserved residues have not 






























Q V L A A V I F I Y F A A L S P A V T F G G L L G E K 449 
v v 
MG V S ELL I S T A V Q G I L FALL G A 475 
v v v v v v v v v v 
L L V L G F S G P L L V F E E A F F S F C 498 
v v 
WI G F W L I L L V M L V VA F E G S F L V Q Y I S 536 
v v v v v v v v v v 
Y T Q E I F S F L I S L I F F I Y E T F S 557 
v v v v 
N T A L F S L V L M A G T F L L A M T L R 607 
v v v v v v 
R V I G D F G V P I S I L I M V L V D S F I K G 644 
v v v v v v v v v v v 
P T .W M M F A S V L P A L L V F I L I F L E S Q I T T L I V S 708 
v v v v v v v 
G S G F H L D L L L V V G M G G VAAL F G M 739 
v v v v v 
P WLS ATTVRS VTHANALTWMGK761 
v v v v v v 
RI S GLLVS VLVGLS L ME PI L 798 
v v v v v v v v v v v 
L A V L F G I F L Y M G V T S L S G I Q L F 824 
v v v v 
I I C L A V L W V V K S T P A S L A L P F V L I L 883 
v v v v v v v v v v v v v v 
P L R R L I L P L I F R E L E L Q C L D 905 
v v v v v v v v v v 
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Variable residues are often found near the assigned helix termini, but 
do not neccessarily correlate with the sidedness of the center of the 
helix. This sequence variance may reflect a less-constrained environ-
ment near the membrane surface. 
Discussion 
Conserved residues in transmembrane helices correspond well to 
those regions of the protein which are not exposed to the lipid 
environment in the case of the reaction center. There is also a 
strong possibility 
used to identify 
lipid-like co-factors 
that those residues which are variable could 
residues exposed to the lipid milieu, although 






of this analysis more difficult. It is anticipated 
which are in rhodopsin which are not lipid-exposed, but 
in contact with retinal's hydrocarbon region may be more variable than 
those residues involved in helix-helix interactions. 
This type of analysis seems quite sensitive to the sequences used 
in the variance determination. Too much diversity within the align-
ment seems to decrease the correspondence between the variability 
assignment and the structural 
however, need a certain level of 
role of 
variability 
the residue. Sequences, 
in order to increase the 
probability of making 
tistical significance of 
the correct variability 
these assignments might 
assignments. The 
also be improved 
sta-
by 
increasing the number of sequences included in the analysis. In the 
application of this type of analysis it is recommended that as many 
sequences as possible be included, but only sequences which share at 
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least 25% identity with the other sequences in the group and a group 
which, on average, contains sequences that are about 40% identical. 
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CHAPTER 4 
THREE-DIMENSIONAL MODELLING OF MEMBRANE PROTEINS 
4A. Introduction 
In the three-dimensional modelling of membrane proteins, several 
characteristics of protein conformation must be considered. The most 
basic of these is the packing of helices within the bilayer. Thirty 
years ago, Crick proposed that <X-helices pack together as coiled 
coils, a structure 
parallel ( 1 ). Such 
interdigitate with 
in which adjacent helices are 
packing allows the side chains 







"knobs-into-holes" packing. This arrangement maximizes the van der 
Waals attractive forces between the helices. Because the backbone 
twist of an <X-helix is right-handed, the best packing results in left-
handed coiled coils. These left-handed coils are a general motif in 
globular proteins (2-4) and have been identified in the transmembrane 
regions of bacteriorhodopsin (5), rhodopsin (6), and the reaction 
center (7,8). The low-resolution structure of the gap junction, whic h 
was obtained using electron image analysis, also shows a general left-
handed twist in the transmembrane region (9), although the 
acetylcholine receptor does not (10). In their work, Cohen and Parry 
(2) discuss the properties of interlocking helices in terms of a 
heptad (a, b, c, d , e, f, and g), which repeats along the length of 
interhelix contact. The residues as positions a and d are proposed to 
be apolar and to form the surfaces where the helices mesh. Because 
many of the residues in a membrane protein are apolar, this character -
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istic is probably not useful in the identification of regions of 
helix con tact. The left-handed coiling of transmembrane helices may, 
however, be an important structural motif in membrane proteins. 
A second characteristic of a-helices, which may affect their 
packing within the membrane, is 









of the backbone amide linkages results in a large dipole moment. The 
electrostatic interactions of adjacent, antiparallel helices are, 
therefore, believed to result in a significant net stabilization of 
the protein and adjacent, parallel helices in a net destabilization of 
the protein. It has been calculated that for a 4-helix bundle, the 
antiparallel grouping results in a net stabilization of 5-7 kcal. per 
mole whereas the parallel arrangement results in a destabilization of 
about 20 kcal/mole (14). These electostatic interactions have been 
suggested to play a major role in the structural stabilization of the 
reaction center (15). 
Interactions between specific side chains may dictate the arrange-
ment of helices within the bilayer in some instances. Such interac-
tions could include the formation of hydrogen bonds and salt bridges. 
Salt bridges have been proposed to play a major role in the stabiliza-
tion of the bacteriorhodopsin molecule ( 16), although they do not seem 
important in the stabilization of the reaction center (15). 
One obvious limitation in the positioning transmembrane helices 
with respect to one another is the length of the extramembranous loops 
that separate them. Engelman et a/. ( 16) used this constraint to 
reduce the number of helical arrangements possible in the modelling of 
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mechanisms relating to the 
could operate to influence 
effects are not predictable 
method of protein insertion or 
the protein's final structure. 
from the primary structure at 
this point in time, but it can be said that transmembrane regions 
which are sequential in the sequence are not necessarily adjacent. 
The reaction center is an example of a protein that has a non-sequen-
tial packing of the helices (7 ,8, 15). 
The presence of lipid molecules between transmembrane helices is 
not probable for either the reaction center (15) or bacteriorhodopsin 
(5). Their exclusion may result if helix-helix interactions are more 
favorable than helix-lipid interactions. 
In the following sections, the modelling of band 3, rhodopsin, and 
the acetylcholine receptor will be discussed. These proteins have 
been characterized well enough that their predicted three-dimensional 
structures, when combined with the high resolution structure of the 
reaction center, may yield some insight into the validity of the the-
ories discussed above. 
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4B. Methods and Methodology of Membrane Protein Modelling 
Before the actual modelling of the proteins is described, the 




First of all, only the 
be modelled. The reason 
the membranous region, 
transmembrane 
for this is that 
unlike that of 
loops, is probably a regular secondary 
functionally 
structure, 
important Another reason is that the 





changes which occur in these proteins are transmitted through motions 
in the membranous region of the protein even though they may be 
triggered at an extramembranous location. The examination of only the 
transmembrane region also simplifies to some extent the range of 
motions that must be considered. Because helices within the membrane 
probably do not move more than a few angstroms out of the bilayer, the 
motions of ~hese helices are essentially within its two-dimensional 
plane. 
The extramembranous loops of the protein will not be disregarded 
completely, however, because their lengths must be considered when 
arranging the helices, as mentioned above. 
a/. (16) assumed the maximum possible 
In their work, Engelman et 
extension for each residue, 
about 3.6 A. If loops of the reaction center are typical of all 
extramembranous loops, a better estimate might be about 2.2 A per 
residue, between the 3.6 A of an extended-chain and the 1.5 A of an 
a-helix. A minimum of four residues is probably necessary for the 
loop unless a significant distortion of the helix termini is per-
mitted. 
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Other factors considered in arranging the bilayer helices should 
include any structural information from experimental work, such as the 
locations of disulfide bonds, binding sites, and areas of chemical 
cross-linking. Once this structural information is taken into 
account, several groupings of nearby helices can be made and the 
number of possible structures reduced. 
Once the helices have been grouped in this manner, such char-
acteristics as their 
helices. Because such 
discussed in the last 
lipid-exposure 
data is often 
can be 
lacking, 




to arrange the 
variability analysis 
conserved residues 
identified by that procedure are assumed to be involved in interheli-
cal interactions, and the variable residues are assumed to be involved 
in interactions with lipids. The distribution of these particular re-
sidues should, therefore, provide information on both the orientation 
of the helices with respect to other helices and the degree to which 
each helix is exposed to the membrane. It is also assumed by this 
procedure that helix-helix interactions are more favorable than helix-
lipid interactions and that lipids do not reside between adjacent 
helices. 
In the arrangement of these helices, the interactions of helix 
dipoles can be used to decide between otherwise equivalent arrange-
ments. 
Methods. The helices of each protein were grouped together on the 
basis of known structural information and the length of their inter-
connecting 
was then 
loops. The distribution 
considered for each hel ix 
of var iable 
and the 
and conserved residues 
helix was placed i n an 
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appropriate position with regard to the implied lipid-exposure. The 
interaction of adjacent helix dipoles was the next factor to be con-
sidered in determining the final arrangement of helices. 
The three-dimensional modelling of the proteins was done using the 
program Biogra/, a product of BioDesign of Pasadena, CA. Helices were 
built using the residue assignments made in chapter 2 and were con-
structed initially as regular 
allow any 
a-helices. Energy minimization was done 
on each helix to unfavorable interactions to be relieved. 
When arranging the helices, care was taken 
overlap of their van der Waals surfaces and 
interhelical distances of about 11 A. 
to avoid significant 
generally resulted in 
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4C. The Acetylcholine Receptor 
There are three acetylcholine receptors for which the sequences of 
all four subunits are known. These are the calf (I 7-21 ), mouse (22-
25), and Torpedo californica (26, and references therein) receptors. 
The mouse receptor was chosen for study, although most of the conclu-
sions reached in this work are applicable to the other receptors. 
The numbering used in this section corresponds to the consensus 
sequence of figure 4.4. 
~ groupings. The first step in the modelling procedure was to 
use structural information and experimental data to group the helices. 
From the positions of the helices within the primary sequence, it is 
evident that the loops connecting helices Ml to M2 and M2 to M3 are 
quite short. These three helices are, therefore, probably adjacent to 
one another in the protein. Helix M4 was shown to be labelled by a 
hydophobic probe, indicating that this helix is exposed to the lipid 
mileu (27). 
Helix M2 has been shown to form at least a part of the ion 
channel. Photolabelling experiments using compounds that enter the 
open channel have labelled residues on the a, ~. and 5 chains corre-
sponding to position 267 of the alignment (28,29). The residue at 
position 270 of the mouse receptor was also labelled (29). These ex-
perimental results indicate that the ion channel is formed of the 
homologous M2 helices of the different subunits and that the residues 
analogous to positions 267 and 270 of the a subunit face the channel. 
The above information, combined with the five-fold symmetry of the 
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receptor (10), implies that the channel is formed of the five M2 
helices arranged pentagonally and that the Ml and M3 helices are adja-
cent. The M4 helices are probably in an outer position. 
Helix positions il..ru1 orientations. The M2 helices were arranged as 
a pentagon with the residues mentioned above oriented toward the 
channel. The distribution of variable and conserved residues along 
these helices showed no clear sidedness so this characteristic could 
not be used to determine their orientations with respect to the 
channel. The variability assignments made in the last chapter were 
then used to arrange the other helices with respect to one another by 
placing their variable faces toward the lipid and their conserved 
faces toward other helices. The best helical arrangement is shown in 
figure 4.1 and the variable and conserved regions are shown in figure 
4.2a-c. The variable and conserved residues of M2 have been shown 
separately for clarity. The residues of these channel-lining helices 
are well-conserved in spite of the fact that many of them are exposed 
to the solvent, water. 
The 
observed 
resulting receptor shape 
by electron scattering 
is very similar to the structure 
(shown in figure 1.3), and the 
arrangement agrees well with known structural information in that the 
M2 helices line the channel and the M4 helices are exposed to the 
lipid mileu. 
a lipophilic 
The residue corresponding to 
reagent (27). This position 
mouse a416 was labelled by 
is correctly predicted to 
face the lipid according to this model. Ml, M2, and M3 are also ad ja -
cent as predicted on the basis of their connecting loops. 





Helical Arrangement of the Acetylcholine Receptor 
figure depicts the most likely 




basis of the 
variability analysis. It cannot be determined if this is the arrange-
ment as viewed from the cytoplasm or as seen from the synaptic cleft. 
Evidence from the packing of a-helices in globular proteins suggests 









Distribution of Variable and Conserved Residues 
in the Acetylcholine Receptor 
The variable and conserved residues for this receptor are shown. 
A few variable residues, which occur within five residues of helix 
termini, have been omitted so that the overall pattern of variability 
can be seen clearly for each helix. 
4a.) The variable residues of helices Ml , M3, and M4 are shown. 
M2 has been omitted from this representation for clarity. 
able residues line the outer boundary of the receptor. 
The vari-
4b.) Both the variable (red) and conserved (blue) residues for the 
Ml , M3, and M4 helices can be seen. The preference of conserved re-
sidues for the protein interior is evident. 
4c.) The variability profile of M2 is shown with the channel-
exposed face of the helix facing to the right and the synaptic hel ix 










in a "diamond" shape which forms a "point" of the star-shaped re-
ceptor, although it is possible that they trace a path somewhat like 
that of a check mark (/). 
It should be noted that although the helices can be oriented with 
respect to one another, the structure shown in figure 4.1 is only one 
of an enantiomeric pair. In other words, it cannot be determined 
whether the helical arrangement of figure 4.1 is being viewed from the 
cytoplasm or from the cell's exterior. The resolution of the known 
three-dimensional structure of the receptor (10) is not sufficient to 
show which form is correct. A similar asymmetry might be expected for 
the gap junction protein, which is structurally analogous to this 
receptor (30,31 ). Unfortunately, the resolution of the gap junction 
(9) is also too poor to suggest which of the two enantiomers is 
likely. 
The examination of globular proteins with four antiparallel 
a-helices does enable the prediction of which of these enantiomers is 
more likely, however. These proteins were all found to contain 
4- a-helical bundles with the same enantiomeric arrangement of succes-
sive helices (3). In terms of the acetylcholine receptor's subunits, 
this arrangement would correspond to a clockwise arrangement of the 
helices as viewed from the synaptic side of the membrane. 
Subunit arrangements. Recent work in image analysis by Kubalek et 
a/. (32) has shown that the subunits are arranged in the order a/3a'Y& 
clockwise around the receptor as viewed from the synaptic side of the 
membrane. The receptor has been modelled according to this arrange-
ment. 
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!Q.n. channel. The channel is proposed to be lined by the residues 
corresponding to positions 259-260, 263-264, 266-267, 270-271, 274-
275, 278-279, and 282. Recent results from mutagenesis studies (33), 
as well as the channel-labelling experiments mentioned above show that 
positions 263, 267, 270, and 271 are within the channel, tn confirma-
tion of the proposed helix orientation. 
The nature of these channel-lining residues can be seen in figure 
4.3, where the hydrophilic, hydrophobic, and charged residues are 
indicated. At the synaptic lip of the channel is a ring of charged 
residues. Although this region appears to have a large net positive 
charge, there are a 
following peptide that 
the a-helical structure 
number of negatively charged residues in the 
are suitably positioned for ion-pairing should 
continue. In fact, differences in this ion-
pairing may be responsible for the shorter open-channel times of the 
Torpedo receptor when compared to the murine and bovine receptors 
(34,35). In figure 4.4, the aligned sequences of these three re-
ceptors can be seen. The negative charges at position 285 are 
proposed to interact with the positive channel residues, which are at 
residue number 282. The Torpedo receptor contains a negative charge 
at this position in each of the chains which contain a positive charge 
within the channel. This results in there being no unpaired charge at 
the channel mouth. The murine and bovine receptors, on the other 
hand, do not have a negative charge in the 5 subunit to pair with the 
positive charge of the channel, and a net charge at the mouth of the 
channel results. This positive charge would repel the lysine side 
chains within the channel, destabtlizing the closed channel relative 
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Figure 4.3 
Nature of the Acetylcholine Receptor's 
Channel-Lining Residues 
Only the proposed channel-lining residues (defined in text ) are 
shown in this . figure. The side-chains have been color coded accord ing 
to their nature. Hydrophobic residues: I , L, M, F , W, Y, and V. 
Hydrophilic residues: C, S, T , N , and Q. Positive residues: R and K . 











Aligned Sequences of Complete Acetylcholine Receptors 
The sequences for the Torpedo (26, and references therein), calf 
(17-21) and mouse (22-25) receptors have been aligned. The sequences 
have been denoted as TA-D, BA-E, and MA-D, respectively. All four 
subunits of each recepter have been included, along with the £ subunit 












































Complete AChR Sequences 
I I 
???E?RLn??Ln?-K?YB??nRPn??????V?V?n?LTL??LISL?E??E?nTTNV?n?n 60 
SEH . T .. VAN . LEN-- . NKVI .. VEHHTHF . OITVG . Q. IQ ... VO . VNQIVE ... RLRQ 58 
SVI1 . 0T . LSV . FE--T NPKV .. AQTVIOOK . T . RVt;; .. TN . LI . N. KI . EI'I . ... FLNL 58 
ENE CO .. IEK . Lt;;--O . OKRII . AKTLOHIIO . TLK ... TN .... N. KE . AL .... YIEI 58 
VNE . E . . INO . LIVNK . NKHV .. VKHNNEV NIALS ... SN .... K. TO . TL . S .. YI'IOH 60 
SEH . T .. VAK . FEO-- NSVV .. VEOHRQA . E . TVCO . Q. IQ .. NVO . VNQIV ... . RLKQ 58 
SEA . CO .. REK . FS--CO . OSTV .. AREVCOOR . U SilO ... AQ . ... N. KO . EI'IS . K. YLOL 58 
RNQ . E .. LGO.I'IQ--G . NPHL .. AEHOSDV . N. SLK ... TN .... N. RE . AL .... UIEI'I 58 
KNE . L .. YHY . FD--T . OPIOR .. VQEPEDT . TISLK . .. TN .... N. KE . TL .. S . YICOI 58 
LNE . E .. lRH . FEE . A. NKEL .. AAHKE-S . EISLA ... SN .... K. VE . TL .... UIEQ 59 
SEH . T .. VAK . FED-- . SSVV .. VEOHREl . Q. TVCO . Q. lQ .. NVD . VNQIV .... RLKQ 58 
SEA . IOQ . lKK . FS--N . OSSV .. AREVCOOR . CO . SICO ... AQ .... N. KO . EI'IS . K. YLOL 58 
RNQ . E .. LA0 . 11R--N . OPHL .. AERDSDV . N. SLK ... TN .... N. RE . AL .... UIEI'I 58 
LNE . Q . . IQH . FNE . IO . OKOL .. VARKEDK . D. ALS ... SN .... K. VE . TL .... UIOH 60 
I I I I I 
?Y?OYRL?UBn?a??COn??LRnP???VU~POnVL?NN?OCO?F?n????NVLV???CO?n?U 120 
Q. l . V .. R . NPAOYCO.IKKI . L . SOO . L .. L .. Y .. A .. O. AIVHI1TKL.LDYT . KII'I . 118 
A. T .... Q. DPAAYE . I I<D .. 1 . SSO .. Q .. I .. 1'1 .. N .. S . E ITLHV .. . . QHT . AVS . 1 1 8 
Q. N .... S.NTSEYE . IOLV . l . SELL . L . V .. E .. V .. Q. EVAYYA .... YNO . SI'IY 118 
A. Y. H .. T . NASEYSDISI .. L . PEL . I .. I .. Q .. N .. QYHVAYFC .... RPN . YVT . 120 
Q. V .. N. I< . NPOOYIO . VKI<IHI . SEKI R .. L . Y .. A .. D. AIVI<FTK .. LOYT . HIT . 118 
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to the open channel. The bovine and murine receptors would, 
therefore, stay open longer than the Torpedo receptor. The bovine re-
ceptor has been observed to have a longer open-channel duration than 
the Torpedo receptor (35). 
The second region encountered by a cation on its travel through 
the channel is a hydrophobic region, which is formed by residues on 
two successive turns of the helix and is about 7.5 A long. These 
hydrophobic residues are relatively well-conserved in all the known 
subunits, indicating that they may be important to receptor activity . 
This hydrophobic ring seems a rather unusual feature for an ion 
channel and will be discussed further below. 
The third region is made up of the next three successive helical 
turns and contains a mixture of hydrophilic and hydrophobic residues. 
It is in this region that the open-channel blockers can label the re-
ceptor. 
The helices have been positioned in the model such that at the 
channel's narrowest point, it is about 6.5 A wide. This width corre-
sponds to the channel diameter determined by permeability experiment! 
(37). The channel has been built with an angle of about 18° between 
helices. Such positioning allows a better packing of the side chains. 
The helices have also been angled with respect to the bilayer normal 
to accomodate large channel-blockers like chlorpromazine and 
triphenylmethylphosphonium, which enter the channel from the synaptic 
side of the membrane. The low resolution structure also indicates 
that the cytoplasmic end of the channel is narrower than the synaptic 
end, as modelled here. 
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Mechanism Q.[ channel gating. When acetylcholine binds to the re-
ceptor, it interacts with residues of the a subunit, which are near 
the N-terminus of Ml (38-40). Although great progress has been made 
in the characterization of this binding site, it is still uncertain 
which parts of the transmembrane region are pressured to change con-
formation in response to acetylcholine binding. The close-packed 
structure proposed for this protein suggests that all of the helices 
might move in response to a localized pressure. One study of this re-
ceptor does suggest that the conformational changes which occur upon 
ligand binding are of a global nature ( 41 ). The position of a lo-
calized force created by acetylcholine binding is likely be at aMI 
because it is the membrane helix closest to the ligand binding site, 
although an indirect effect on M2 through the M2-M3 loop is possible. 
The thought of the aMI helices triggering a global conformational 
change is int~resting in light of the fact that they are in direct 
contact with the M2 helix of every subunit except one. In the re-
cently reported structure of the desensitized acetylcholine receptor 
(31), one subunit, the 'Y subunit, was shown to deviate from the 
observed symmetry of the normal receptor and to project further into 
the bilayer (and away from the channel). It could be speculated that 
some sort of "decoupling" of this subunit occurs upon receptor 
desensitization, preventing the usual channel gating in response to 
acetylcholine. If it is not directly in contact with the aMI helices, 
the motions of the 'Y subunit might indeed be more independent than 
those of the other subunits. According to the present arrangement, 
the subunit that is not directly in contact with the aMI helices is 
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the 6 subunit, however. If the helices of each subunit were arranged 
sequentially counterclockwise as viewed from the synaptic side of the 
membrane, the 'Y subunit would not be adjacent to the aMI helices. 
This arrangement seems rather improbable in light of the many proteins 
that demonstrate the opposite configuration, including the reaction 
center (3,7,8,15). 
With the assumptions that a force is acting to move the trans-
membrane helices and that the movements of the helices are concerted, 
there are only a limited number of motions which could cause the chan-
nel to open. The most obvious of these is a radial rotation of the 
helices away- from the channel, physically widening the channel. This 
type of motion. if limited, would keep most of tltc side chain packing 
between helices intact and would not expose new regions of t).e protein 
to the membrane. Two -types of motion can be envisioacd, one in which 
the synaptic ends of the channel helices are pulled slightly toward 
the channel, forcing the cytoplasmic ends outward, and one in which 
the synaptic ends are forced outward, resulting, perhaps, in the 
narrowing of the cytoplasmic portion of the channel, but the widening 
of the synaptic side. A schematic diagram of these complementary 
types of motion is shown in figure 4.5. 
The type of motion which is more probable, however, is a motion 
that is tangential to the ring of the channel and perpendicular to 
that just described. This type of transition might be viewed as a 
clockwise or counterclockwise motion of the synaptic helix termini 
with fixed cytoplasmic termini. This motion would keep the side chain 
interactions between helices intact . Within the channel, the side 
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Figure 4.5 
Radial Motions of Channel Helices 
These schematic diagrams depict possible helix movements which 
could result ·in channel-opening. 
direction of the applied force. 
The smaller arrows indicate the 
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Radial Helix Motions 




chains of the residues would effectively rotate with respect to the 
channel center. Side chains, which had been oriented directly toward 
the channel could be rotated toward the side and vice versa. In addi-
tion, a small component of the radial motion described in the last 
paragraph could be included, resulting in an additional widening of 
the channel. 
A tangential rotation of subunits has already been observed in the 
opening and closing of the gap junction protein ( 42). This protein, 
like the acetylcholine receptor, is made up of homologous subunits but 
the gap junction contains six subunits rather than five. Subunits of 
both proteins are arranged symmetrically around the channel and in 
both cases they have been proposed to span the membrane four times 
(30,43). Unlike the acetylcholine receptor, however, ligand binding 
induces the channel of the gap junction to close, rather than open . 
The structures of the protein in both the open and closed states were 
determined by electron scattering and found to differ from one another 
by a 7° tilt in a direction toward the bilayer normal (42). These two 
structures can be seen in figure 4.6. The subunits of the closed 
channel are more perpendicular to the plane of the bilayer than those 
of the open channel. It should be noted that some controversy has 
developed about whether ca+2, the ligand used to induce the closed· 
channel state of this protein, can induce channel-closing unaided, or 
whether calmodulin must be present (42). Although the "closed· 
channel" structure displayed in figure 4.6 was prepared in the absence 
of calmodulin (unless it was present as a contaminant), the observed 
conformational change demonstrated that such rotations are not 
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Figure 4.6 
The Open and Closed States of the Gap Junction 
These balsa wood models of the open and closed gap junction 
illustrate the tangential motion of subunits upon channel closure. 
Although slightly modified, this figure is from reference 42. 
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Gap Junction 
Ca 2 + 
open channel closed channel 
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forbidden by high energy requirements. 
The known structure of the 
its subunits are oriented similarly 
acetylcholine 
to those of 
receptor suggests that 
the closed gap june-
tion, where they 
The structure of 
appear nearly parallel to the bilayer normal (31). 
the desensitized receptor, in which the channel is 
probably closed, also has an orientation similar to the closed gap 
junction (31 ). The conductive (open channel) acetylcholine receptor 
cannot be imaged until a method is found to lock the ion channel open. 
There are two regions of the acetylcholine channel, which could 
conceivably be involved in the gating of the channel. One of these 
regions is located on the cytoplasmic side of the residues labelled by 
the open-channel blockers and would include the residues near position 
the blockers only penetrate 
that the channel narrows to 
267. Because 
is probable 
region. The .gating in this case would 
this far into the channel 
its smallest diameter in 




channel at this position. It is surprising to find that these re-
sidues are not very well conserved. 
The other possible region for gating to occur is more intriguing. 
It was noted above that a surprising hydrophobic region occurred near 
the synaptic mouth of the channel. Even more unusual is the observa-
tion that a phenylalanine residue occurs within this region at posi-
tion 275 of the alignment in figure 4.4. This phenylalanine is con-
served in every sequence of every subunit currently known and faces 
directly into the channel when the helices are oriented nearly per-
pendicular to the plane of the bilayer, the orientation suggested by 
the receptor's low-resolution structure. A tangential rotation of the 
helices by about 8° 
phenylalanine residues 
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with respect to 
to be directed 
the bilayer normal 
toward the sides of 
causes these 
the channel, 
allowing the channel to pass ions at least as large as 7.5 A. The M2 
helices are not required to be parallel to the bilayer normal for the 
channel to be in its closed state. About six degrees of helix tilt is 
allowable. 
The presence of such a ring of phenylalanine residues within the 
channel may explain the substates which are observed over the course 
of a single channel-opening event (49). The sporadic rotation of 
phenylalanine side chains away from the sides and into the center of 
the open channel may temporarily impede the flow of ions and result in 
the observed pseudoclosed-channel substate. These substates occur on 
the timescale of about 50 IJS. The duration of an open channel is 
between 2 and 10 milliseconds (35,36). The nature of nearby channel-
lining helices may be critical for holding the phenyl rings toward the 
channel walls and may account for the conserved, hydrophobic residues 
that are located in this region of the channel. 
In figure 4.7, the channel is shown modelled with the narrowest 
point at the position discussed above. The proposed conformations of 







phenylalanine residues are 
modelled as a left-handed 
shown in 
supercoil, 
and it is postulated that the other helices of each subunit will be 
aligned roughly parallel to their respective M2 helices. This type of 
three-dimensional arrangement would allow the favorable packing of the 
Ml and M3 helices of neighboring subunits, but would not permit super-
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Figure 4.7 
Open and Closed Conformations of the Cation Channel 
The relative positioning of helices with respect to one another is 
depicted for both the open and closed channel conformations. Only the 
backbone traces of the helices have been displayed. The synaptic side 
of the membrane corresponds to the top of each stereo drawing and the 
bilayer normal is parallel to the receptor's axis of rotational 
symmetry. 
The position of the ring of phenylalanine residues has also been 
indicated in this diagram. Their side chains are evident near the 







Phenylalanine Orientations in the Open and Closed Channel 
The ring of phenylalanine residues corresponding to position 275 
of the alignment is shown as a slice taken perpendicular to the 
bilayer normal. Orientations proposed for both the open and closed 
channels are shown. Phenylalanine side chains are shown in purple and 
their van der Waals surfaces have been indicated by light blue dots. 
A molecule of protonated tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (dark blue) 
has been positioned within the channel and its van der Waals surface 
shown with orange dots. This cation is one of the larger ions 
transported by the channel and is shown to approximate the size of a 
hydrated sodium ion. 
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coiling of helices within individual subunits. If supercoiling within 
the helices of each subunit is dominant, the channel helices would 
have a right-handed, coiled structure. It 
the present time which, if either, of these 
is 
two 
impossible to tell at 
types of helix packing 
is likely for the receptor. The M4 helices would have the same 
general orientation in either case, matching the tilt of the open gap 
junction, and the rotational mechanisms of channel gating discussed 
above would be equally valid. 
Implications (Qr Q1hll membrane receptors rulil. channels. An ex-
amination of the proposed helical arrangement indicates that the 
helices of the acetylcholine receptor are positioned such that their 
interacting dipole moments serve to stabilize the structure. The re-
quirements for this stabilization may explain to some extent the large 
number of transmembrane helices proposed for channel proteins such as 
the gap junction (30), the sodium and calcium 
of course, the acetylcholine receptor. Sheridan 
channels (45,46), and, 
et a/. (14) have es-
timated that two adjacent, antiparallel a-helices stabilize each other 
by about 2.5 kcals/mole and that two adjacent, parallel helices 
destabilize one another by the same amount. The energy of interaction 
for non-adjacent helices in a 4-helix bundle were estimated to be 1.5 
kcal/mole. Because the distance between non-adjacent helices of the 
channel is comparable to this separation, this value was also used to 
the dipolar stabilization of the channel's transmembrane estimate 
helices. Calculations used to approximate the stabilization afforded 
to the receptor for various combinations of helices are shown in 
figure 4.9. For the purposes of illustration, the net stabilization 
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(positive energy) or destabilization (negative energy) has been 
calculated for each helix type, each subunit, and for the receptor as 
a whole. Because two helices are involved in each interaction, values 
of 1.25 and .75 kcal/mole were used in estimating the energy 
contributions to each helix for the short and long-range interactions 
described above. 
Viewed as an isolated group, the M2 helices which make up the 
channel would be destabilized by about 20 kcal/mole compared to the 
energy of five non-interacting helices. With the addition of the Ml 
helices, the net stabilization of the resulting receptor would be only 
5 kcal/mole. The M2 helices are still somewhat destabilized with only 
two helices per subunit. If M3 is added to the structure, each M2 
helix has a net destabilization of only .25 kcal/mole, in spite of the 
fact that they are parallel to one another. The structure as a whole, 
however, is destabilized by about 7.5 
able interactions between helices Ml 
added, the net stabilization of the 
kcal/mole, due 





receptor increases to about 17.5 
kcal/mole and the M2 helices are stabilized to the same extent as in 
the 3-helix case. On the basis of these estimations, it is postulated 
that the three non-channel helices of each subunit are necessary for 
the formation of a stable receptor. It should be noted that the need 
for this additional stabilization is a result of the parallel arrange-
men t of the channel-lining he I ices. Dipolar stabilization from addi-
tional helices in proteins such as the sodium channel, which has been 
proposed to have 28 helices surrounding the four parallel ones that 
line the channel (36), may be necessary to offset other destabilizing 
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Figure 4.9 
Helix Dipole Interactions in the Acetylcholine Receptor 
The stabilization and destabilization energies for the helix com-
binations shown in A through D have been calculated and are summarized 
in the table. Each successive case builds upon the previous one. 
Stabilizing interactions have been denoted by gray bars and destabi-
lizing ones by black bars. The longer-ranged interactions have been 
denoted by thinner lines. The borders of the circles, which denote 
helices, have also been shaded to indicate their relative orienta-
tions. 
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Helix Dipole Interactions 
~''''''""""""""""""""""""""""""""'"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""'"""'""'"''"""""""""""~  
~ ~ 
~ HELIX INTERACTION ENERGY /receptor ~ 






~ fA1 M2 2(-1.25) + 2(-.75) = ~ ~ 




~ M1 2(1.25) = 2.5 ~ 
~ (!] M2 -4.0 + 2(1 .25) = :1.5 ~ 




~ M1 2.5 + 2(-1 .25) = 0.00 ~ 
~ rCJ M2 -1 .5 + 1.25 = -.25 ~ 
~ ~ M3 1.25 + 2(-1.25) = ~ ~ 
~ NET -1 .5 -7.5 ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ M1 0 + 1.25 = 1.25 ~ 
~ M2 -.25 + 0 = -.25 ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ M3 -1 .25 + 1.25 = 0.00 ~ 
~ ' ~ M4 2(1.25) = ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ NET 3.5 17.5 ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, .... ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ........ , ............ ,, .... , .... , ...... ,, ............ ,,,,,,,,,,, ..... 
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interactions such as charge-charge repulsions within the channel, but 
this is quite speculative and other stabilizing mechanisms may be 
present in such proteins. 
The use of evolutionary variance to arrange the helices of the 
acetylcholine 
agrees well 
receptor was successful, 
with known characteristics 
and 
of 
the resulting structure 
the receptor. The appli-
cation of the results obtained for this receptor to the homologous 
GABA receptor is less certain, because the conserved residues of the 
acetylcholine receptor are often not conserved in the GABA sequences. 
This difference is emphasized in the sequence alignment shown in 
figure 4.10, where sequences of the acetylcholine and GABA receptors 
have been aligned. It is evident from the figure that particular re-
sidues, which have been conserved in the acetylcholine receptor, have 
not been conserved in the GABA receptor, although the homology between 
the proteins is obvious. The insertion of gaps within the putative 
transmembrane regions was also necessary for the optimal alignment of 




similar variability analysis to the one used in this modelling 
resulting structure was quite different than the structure 
herein for the acetylcholine receptor (47). In that work, 
the GABA receptor was proposed to form two channels. There is some 
experimental evidence which also suggests that the structures of these 
two receptors are fundamentally different, although their sequences 
are homologous. The GABA receptor, for instance has a different 
subunit stoichiometry than the acetylcholine receptor, with four sub-
units instead of five (48). 
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Figure 4.10 
Alignment of GABA and Acetylcholine Receptor Sequences 
Sequences of subunits from both the GABA and acetylcholine recep-
tors have been aligned. The putative transmembrane regions of the 
acetylcholine receptor have been underlined. 
AChR sequences included: BA-BD bovine a- 6 (50-53); CG, CD chick 
'Y.& (54); FA fly a (55); HA, HG human a, 'Y (50,56); MB, MD mouse ~. & 
(57,58); RA rat a (59); and TA-TD Torpedo californica a- 6 (60, and 
references therein). 
GABA sequences included: GABAAI, GABAA2, GABAA3 bovine a (61 ,62); 












































GABA I AChR Sequence Alignment 
I I I I 
LCFGGQHQSV?n???Rn????l'1??????n?LL?nL?n???????p???E?RLn??Ln??- 60 
------------------------1'1EPRPL .. -L . GLCSAGLVLGSEH . T .. VAK FED-
--------------------1'1ESSCKSULLCS-l . VLVAFSLVSASED . E .. VRD FRG-
------------------------1'1EPUPL . . -LFSLCSAGLVLGSEH . T .. VAK . FKD-
...... o ... SLPVY . VLD1'1GVVLLPPPLS1'1 . -M . VL1'1LLPAASASEA . H .. FQY . FED-
--------------------1'1ILCSYUHVG . V-L . LFSCCGLVLGSEH T .. VAN LEN-
--------------------- . TPGALLLL .. GV . GAHLAPGARGSEA . G .. REK . FS--
--------------------- . ALGALLLL- . GV GTPLAPGARGSEA . GQ . IKK . FS--
--------------------- . ENVRR1'1ALG . VVMMALALSGVGASVM . DT . LSV . FE--
--------------------- . CGGQRPLF .. PL . AVCL--GAKGRNO . E .. LGD . I'10--
--------------------- . RCSDLLLLF LA . CVLP--GISCRNO . EK . LQD . I'1T--
--------------------- . HGGOGPLL .. LL . AVCL--GAQGRNO . E . . LAD 1'10--
--------------------------I'IVLT .. LllCLAL--EVRSENE . G .. IEK . LG--
--------------------- . EGSVLTLV . AA . VVC---GSUGLNE oE .. IRH . FEEK 
---------------------------1'1AV .. ALFGALVLSGGLCVNQ . E .. IHH . FEER 
--------------------- . AGPVLTLG . . AA . VVCALPGSUGLNE . Q .. IQH FNEK 
------------------------MGNIHFVYLLISCLYYSGCSGVNE . E . . IND . LIVN 
----------------------------------OPSLODELKDNTTVFT . ILDR . LDG-
-----------------------------------NIQEDEAKNNITIFT . ILDR . LDG-
----------OVESR . QEPGDEVKQDIGGLSPKHAPDIPDDSTDNITIFT . ILDR . LDG-
-------------------------------------HSANEPSNMSYVKETVDR . LKG-
I I I I I 
-YB??nRP?n?????VV?V?n?L?L??LI?n?E?????TTNV?n?n?U?D?RL?U8???? 120 
- . NSVV .. VEDHRQA . -E . TVG Q IQ 
- . NKLI .. VQNI'1TQK . -G.RFG AFVO 
- . SSVV .. VEDHROV -E . TVG . O. IQ 
-NEll .. VANVSHP -IIQFEVSMSQ 
- . NKVI .. VEHHTHF . -DITVG . Q IQ 
G . OSTV . o-AREVGDR . U . SIG T AQ 
N. DSSV .. -AREVGDR . G . SIG . T AO 
T . NPKV . . -AQTVGDK . T . RVG T TN 
G . NPHL . . -AEHDSD .. N . SLK T TN 
N. NRHL . o-ALRGDO . ID . TLK T TN 
N. DPNL .. -AERDSD .. N SLK T TN 
D. DKRII . -AKTLDHIID . TLK T TN 
A. NKEL . . AAHKE-S . -EISLA T SN 
G . NKEV .. VASADEV -D . YLA T SN 
G . DKDL .. VARKEDK . -0 ALS T SN 
K. NKHV .. VKHNNEV . -NIALS T SN 
NVO . VNQIV .... RLKQO . V. YN . K . NPDDY 
. NVN . KNOVI'1KS .. ULRLV Y. YQ Q . OEAOY 
. NVD . VNQIV ... . RLKQQ V. YN . K . NPOOY 
VKVD.VNQII'1E . LULKQI . N YK . K. KPSOY 
SVO . VNQIVE ... RLRQQ I . V .. R . NPADY 
SLN . KDEEI'1S . K . YLDLE T . Y .. S . DPEEH 
SLN . KOEEMS . K . YLDLE . T . Y .. S . DPAEH 
LILN KIEEI'1 .... FLNLA . T . Y .. Q . OPAAY 
SLN REEAL o o o . UIEI'1Q C Y .. R . DPRDY 
SLN REETL .... UIEI'1Q . S . Y .. R . OPDKY 
SLN REEAL ... UIEI'1Q C . Y .. R . DPRDY 
SLN . KEEAL ... UlEIQ N . Y .. S . NTSEY 
SLK VEETL .... UIEQG T . S .. O . DAEOF 
SLK VOETL .. UVEQS T Y .. Q . NTSEF 
SLK VEETL ... UIDHA V. S . Q . DANDF 
SLK TDETL . S .. UMDHA Y. H .. T . NASEY 
- . DNRL .. GLGER-VT-E KTDIFVTSFGPVSOHOMEY . ID . FFRQS K. E .. KFKGPMT 
- . DNRL .. GLGDS-IT-E . FTNIYVTSFGPVSOTDMEY . ID . FFROK K. E .KFKGPMN 
-TDNRL .. GLGDA-VT-E KTDl YVTSFGPVSOTDMEY . ID . FFROT . H. E . . KFDGPMK 












































I I I I I 
?Gn???RnP???nW?PDnVL?NN?DG?F??????NVLn???G??pWLPPMRAI?bS?C ? I 180 
G. VKKIHI . SEKI . R . . L .. Y .. A .. D. AIVKFTK .. LDYT . HIT . T . . -- .. FK . Y. E 
G. ILVL . L . PDKV . K .. I .. F .. A .. NYEVRYKS ... IYPT . EVL . V .. -- .. YQ . S . T 
G VKKIHI . SEKI . R .. L . . Y .. A . . D. AIVKFTK .. LQYT . HIT . T .. -- .. FK . Y. E 
Q. VEFM . V. AEKI . K .. I .. Y .. A .. D. QVODKTKA . LKYT . EVT . I . . -- . . FK . S . K 
G. IKKI . L . SDDV . L .. L . . Y .. A .. D.AIVHt1TKL . LDYT . KIM . T .. -- .. FK . Y. E . 
E . IDSL . ISAESV . L .. V .. L . . N . . N. DVALDI .. VVSSD . SI"'R . Q .. --G . YR . S . S 
O. IDSL . ITAESV . L .. V .. L .. N .. N. DVALOI . . VVSFE . SVR . Q .. --GLYR . S . S . 
E . IKDL.I . SSDV . Q .. I .. 1"1 • • N .. S.EITLHV .. VQHT . AVS . Q. S-- .. YRTS . T 
!; . LUVL . V. STMV . R .. I . . E .. V .. V. EVALYC ... VSPD . CVY .... -- .. FR . S . PV 
DDIQQL . V.SAMV . L .. I . . E .. I . . T . EITLYT ... VYPD . SIY .... -- .. YR . S S 
E . LUVL . V. STMV . R .. I . . E .. V .. V. EVALYC ... VSPD . CIY .... -- .. FR . A. S 
E . IDLV . I . SELL . L .. V .. E .. V .. Q. EVAYYA . .. VYND . SMY .... -- .. YR . T . P 
GNISVL . L.ADMV . L . EI .. E .. N .. S . QISYSC . .. IYPS . SVY .... -- .. FR . SRP 
G. VDVL . LLPEI"'L . L . EI .. ~ .. N .. L . EVAYYC ... VYNT . YVY .... -- . . FR . A. P 
GNITVL . L . PDI"'V . L . EI .. E . . N .. S . QISYAC ... VYDS . YVT ... . -- .. FR . S . P 
SDISIL . L . PELV . I .. I .. Q .. N . . QYHVAYFC ... VRPN . YVT .. . . -- .. FR . S . P . 
V-LRLNNLMASKI . T .. TFFH . GKKSVAHNMTI"'P . K. LRITEOGTL . YT .. LTVRAE . PI"' 
I-LRLNNLMASKI . T . . TFFH . GKKSVAHNt1Tt1P . K. LRIQODGTL . YT .. LTVOAE . PI"' 
I-LPLNNLLASKI . T .. TFFH . GKKSVAHNI"'TTP . K. LRLVDNGTL . YT .. LTIHAE . PI"' 
N-LTLDNRVAOQL . V .. TYFL . DKKSFVHGVTVK . RI"'IRLHPDGTV . YGL . ITTTAA . I"'I"' 
I 
?VT?FPFDnQNC?n?F?S??Y???En?n?n??--E---------?????D???F?EpG?U 240 
I .. H .. .. E . .. SI"'KLGTUT . DGSVVVINPES------------DQP-- . LSN . I"' . S E 
D . . Y .... Q. T . II"'K . G. WTFNGOQVSLALYN------------NKNFV . LSOYUKS . T 
I .. H .... E . . . SMKLGTUT . OGSVVAINPES------------OQP-- . LSN . I"' . S . E 
D .. Y .... Y ... TMK . G. WS . DKAKIDLVLIG------------SSI"'--NLKOYU S E 
I .. H .... Q ... TMKLGIUT . DGTKVSISPES------------ORP-- . LST . I"' . S . E 
Q .. Y .... U . . . TI"'V . S . YS . OSS . VSLQTGLSP . GQERQ-EVYIHEGTFI---- . N Q 
Q .. Y . ... U .. . TI"'V . S . YS . OSS . VSLKTGLOP.GEERQ-EVYIHEGTFI---- . N a 
K. I"'Y .... U .. . TMV . K. YT . OTS . VTLQHALOAKGEREVKEIVINKOAFT---- . N a 
S . . F .... U ... SLI . Q. QT . STN . INLQ--LSQ . OGQTI----EWIFI . PEA . T N E 
H .. Y . ... \.1 . . . TMV . Q. QT . SAN . I NLL --LTV . EGQT I ----E\.1 IF I . PEA . T . N E 
S .'. Y .... \.1 ... SLI . Q. QT . STN . I DLQ--LSQ . OGQT I ----EU IF I . PEA . T . N. E 
A . . Y . ... U ... SLV . R . QT . NAH . VNLQ--LSA . EGEAV----EUIHI . PEO . T . N. E 
S . . Y .... \.1 ... SLK . S . LK . TTK . ITLSLKQAE . DG--RSYPVE\.11 I I . PEG . T . N E 
NINF . .. . IJ ... TLK . S . LA . NAQ . INI"'HLKEESOPETEKNYRVEWIII . PEG . T . N E 
S . . Y .... U ... SLK . S . LK . TAK . ITLSLKQEE . NN--RSYP I E\.1 I I I . PEG . T . N E 
N.LY .... \.1 ... SLK . TALN . DAN . ITI"'DLI"'T--DTIDGKOYPIEUIII . PEA . T . N E 
HLED .. I"' . AHA . PLK . G. YA . TRA . VVYEUTR------------EPA--RSVVVA . O SR 
HLEO .. M. AHS . PLK . G. YA . TTS . VTYIUTY--------------NAS . SVQVAPO SR 
HLED .. M. VHA . PLK . G. YA . TTA . VVYSWTL--------------GKNKSVEVAaO SR 
OLRRY . L . E ... TLEIE . YG . TTDDIEFY\.1--------------NGG--EGAVTGVNK I E 











































I I I I 
?l???n???????p?--?????????nT??n?l?RKPLFYnlN?lnPCnLISnL??LVF? 300 
V. KESRGUKHUVFYA--CCPSTPYLDI . YHFHI'IQ L .. YFIV . V. I .. L F . F . TG .. Y 
0 IEVPAYLNVYEGD--SNHP-TETDI . FYII . R .. T .. . TV . L . L . TV .. F . CV .. . Y 
V. KESRGUKHSVTYS--CCPDTPYLDI YHFVI'IQ L .. YFIV . V. I .. L . F . F . TG .. Y 
A. I KAPGYKHE I KYN--CCEE- IYQD I . YSL Y. R . L .... T .. L . I .. L . .. F . TV ... Y 
V1'1KOYRGUKHUVYYT--CCPDTPYLDI . YHFI1'10 . 1 .. YFVV VI .. L . F . F . TG ... Y 
E . IHKPSRLIQPSVDPRGGGEGRREEV . FYLI . R . . .. . LV . V. A .. I .. TL . AIF .. Y 
E.IHKPSRLIQLPGDQRGGKEGHHEEVIFYLI . R .... . LV . V. A .. I .. TL . AIF . . Y 
S . EHKPSR------KNURSDOPSYEOV . FYLI . Q . .... IVYT . I .. I ... I . AI . . . Y 
A. RHRPAKI'IL-LO-EAAPAEEAGHQKVVFYLL . Q .... V .. I . A . . V ... SVAI . IYF 
A. KHRPARKI-INSGRFTPOOIQYQQVIFYLI . Q .... .. I .. t . V .. V .. SI'IAV .. YF 
A. QHRPAKI'IL-LD-PAAPAQEAGHQKVVFYLL Q .. .... V. I . A . . V ... SVAI . IHF 
T . RHRPAKKN-YN-UQLTKDDTOFQEIIFFLI . Q . . I .. I . A .. V .. S . VV .. YF 
E . VHRPARVNVDPSV--PLDSPNRQDV . FYLI . R .. .... V . . ILV . V ... FI'IIN ... Y 
E . IHRPARKNIHPSY--PTESSEHQDI . FYLI K .. .. . V . . IVT .. V . AFI'IAI . . . Y 
E . VHRAAKLNVDPSV--PI'IDSTNHQDV FYLI . R ..... . I .. ILV .. V .. FI'IIN ... Y 
E . IHKPAKKNIYPOK--FPNGTNYQOV . FYLI . R . . .... V .. F . T .. V . .. F . AS . A. Y 
LNQYOL-LGQTVOSGIVQSSTGEYVVI'1 THFHLK . IGYFV . QTYL . . li'ITVI . SQVS . U 
LNQYOL-PGQSIGKETIKSSTGEYTVI'1 AHFHLK .. IGYFV . QTYL .. li'ITVI . SOVS . U 
LNOYOL-LGHVVGTEIIRSSTGEYVVI'1 THFHLK . . IGYFV . OTYL . . 11'1TVI . SQVS . U 
LPOFSI-VDYKI'1VSKKVEFTTGAYPRLSLSFRLK . NIGYFILQTYI'1 . ST .. TI . SUVS . U 
I I I I I 
LP?aApG?K?Tn?IpVLL?nTVFLL?n???nPL?TS??nPLI?KYLnF?I'InnVFS?n??n 360 
.. TO-S . E . I'I . LS . S ... SL .... VIVELI . -5 . SAV ... G. 1'1L . T . VF . --IASII 
.. AE . - . E.V . LG . SI .. SLV . LVSKIL -P LVL ... A .. . L . TFII'IN--TVSIL 
.. TD-S . E . I'I . LS . S ... SL .. VIVELI -S .. SAV .. . G . . 1'1L . T . VF . --IASII 
.. 50-C . E . V. LC . S . .. SL .. VITETI . -S .. LVI ... GE . . L . T . IF . --TLSIV 
.. TO-S . E . I'I . LS . S ... SL .... VIVELI -S .. SAV . . G .. 1'1L . T . IF . --ISSII 
.. PO . - . E . I'IGLS . FA .. TL . . LLAOKV -E LSV I . I .. 1'1 . T . VL . --TFSVI 
. . PO . - . E . I'IGLS . FA .. TL .... LLADKV . -E . LAV . I . l .. 1'1 . T . VL . --TFSVI 
.. PD . - . E . I'ISLS . SA . . AV .. LLADKV -E . LSV . l . IR .. 1'1 . I IL . --AFSVI 
.. AI . G. Q. C. VA . N ... AQ U FLVAKKV . -E . QAN . S . T . LLVVT--ILIVV 
.. AK G. O. C . VS . N .. AQ .. FLIAQKV -E . QAV ... G ... T . L . VVT--VVIVV 
.. AK.G . Q. C . VA . N .. AQ .. FLVAKKV -E . QAV ... S ... T . LLVVT--ILIVV 
.. AQ.G . Q. C . LS . S .. AQ I FLIAQKV -E LNV .. G ... I . V. FVS--1'1LlVI'1 
.. AO-C . E . TSI'IA . S ... AQS LISKRL -A . 1'1AI .. G. F L . G. VL . --TI'IVVV 
. . AO-S . E . I'I . LV . S ... AQS LVSQRL -A HAl . . G .. L . I LL . --TAVVV 
.. GO-C . E . TSVA . S .. AQS LISKRL -A 1'1AI .. VG F . L . G VL --TI'IVVV 
.. AE-S . E . I'ISTA . S .. AQA LTSQRL -E ALAV .. G .. 1'1 . I . SL . --TGVIV 
. NRE-SVPAR . V-FG . TTVL . 1'1TT SISARNS PKVAYATAI'IDUFIAVCYAF .. . ALIEF 
. NRE-SVPAR . V-FG TTVL . I'ITT SISARNS PKVAYATAI'IDUFIAVCYAF ... ALIEF 
. NRE-SVPAR . V-FG . TTVL 1'1TT SISARNS PKVAYATAI'1DUFI'1AVCYAF ... ALIEF 












































I I I I I 
??V?VL-FTKGR-Nn??RpP?TH?M???Vb?nFn??LP??L?n???-------------- 420 
IT . l . I------- . THH . S . S .. V. PEU RKV . IDTI . NPMF------------------
VT . III------- . UNF . G. R .. R . P~YIRSI . LHY .. AF . FMKRP-------RKTRLRU 
IT . I . I------- . THH . S . S .. V. PNU . RKV . IOTI . NIMF------------------
IT . F .. ------- . VHY . T . TP . T . PTU . KAV . LNL .. RVMF~TRPTSGEGOTPKTRTFY 
IT . V. I------- . THH . S . S .. T . PQU . RKI . IDTI . NV~F-----------------­
LS . V .. ------- . LHH . S . H .. Q. PLUHRQI . IHK .. LY . ~LKRP-------------­
LS . V . . ------- . LHH . S . HH . Q. PFU . RQI . IHK .. PY . GLKRP--------------
LS . V .. ------- . LHH . S . N .. T . PNUIRQI . IET .. PF . UIQRP--------------
NA . V .. ------- . VSL . S . P .. S . ARG . RKV . LRL .. QL . R~HVR-------------­
NA . I .. -------.VSL . T . N .. S . SQR . RQVULHL .. RY . GMH-M--------------
NA . V .. ------- . VSL . S . H .. S . ARG . RKY . LRL .. QL.RMHVR--------------
NC . I .. ------- . VSL . T . P .. SLSEKNKHL . LGF .. KY.GMQLE--------------
IC . I .. ------- . IHF . T.S . . VLSEP . KKL . LET .. EI . HMSRP--------------
IC . V .. -------.FHF . T . P .. V. SDU . RGV . LEI .. RL . HMSHP--------------
IC . I .. ------- . IHF . T . S .. VLSE, . KKF . LET .. KL . HMSRP--------------
NC,I .. ------- . FHF . T . S . . VLSTR . KQI . LEK .. RI . H~-SRADESEQPDU-----
AT . NY-- ... - . GYAUD~KSVVP--EKPKK----VKD . LIKKNNTYAPTATSYTANLARG 
AT . NY-- ... -.GUAUDGKSVVND---KKK----EKASV~IQNNAYAVAVANYAPNLSK-
AT . NY-- ... - . SUAUE,KKVPEALEMKKK---TPAV . TKKTSTTTNIVGTTYPINLAK-
AF . NYIF . G .. PQKKGAGKQOQSANEKNKLE~NKvQvOAHGNILLSTLEIRNETSGSEVL 
-----------?????????????????S--?????7--E???????p??n???-????? 480 
---------------------FSTMKRP . --REKQOK--------------KIF-TEOIO 
~MEMP,MSMPAHPHPSYGSPAE-LPKHI . AI,GKQSK~EVMELSDLHHPNCKIN-RKVNS 
----------------~----FST~KRP . --REKQDK--------------KIF-TEDID 
'AELSNLNCFSRCRLQKLQ,RLPLPR--------------UOLULLPHRRVKIS-NFSAN 
---------------------FST~KRA . --KEKQEN--------------KIF-AODID 
-----------KPEROQMQEPPSIAPRO . PASGUGRGTO . YFIRKPPNDFLFPK----PN 
-----------KPEROQLPEP---HHSL . PRSGUGR,TO . YFIRKPPSDFLFPK----LN 
---------------------VTTPSPO . KPTIISRANO YFIRKPA,OFVCPV----ON 
-----------PLAPVAVQDAHPRLQNG . SSGUPITA,E . NALCLPRSELLFRQRQRN--
-----------PEEAPGPPQATRRR--- . SLGL~VKA-O . YMLUKARTELLFEK-QKERO 
-----------PLAPAAVQOTQSRLQNG . S-GUSITTGE . VALCLPRSELLFQQUQRQ--
-----------PSEETPEKPQPRRR--- . SFGI~IKA-E . YILKKPRSELMFEE-QKDRH 
------------AEO---GPSPGTLIRR SSLGYISKAE . YFSLKSRSOLMFEK-QSERH 
------------AES----PAGAPCIRRCSSAGYIAKAE YYSVKSRSELMFEK-QSERH 


















































1-SD1SGKP~PPPMGFHSPL1K--HPEVKSA1E-----G1KY .. ET~KSDQESNNAAEE . 
G-GELGLGDGCRRESESSDS1L------LSPEASKATEAVEF .. EHLRNEDLY1QTRED 
1-SD1SGKPGPPPMGFHSPL1K--HPEVKSA1E-----G1KY .. ETMKSDQESNNAAAE 
L-TRSSS-------SESVNAVL--S . SALSPE1KEA1QSVKY .. ENMKAQNVAKEIQDD 
1-SDISGKQVTGEV1FQTPLIK--NPDVKSAIE-----~VKY .. EHMKSDEESSNAAEE . 
---RFQPE--LSAPDLRRFIDGPNRAVGLPPELREV . SSISY .. RQLQEQEDHDVLKED . 
---RFQPE--SSAPDLRRFIDGPTRAV~LPQELREVISSISYM . RQLQEQEDHDALKED 
IRVAVQPE--RLFSEMK~HLN~LTQPVTLPQDLKEA . EAIKY .. EQLESASEFODLKKD 
GLVRAALEKLEKGPESGQSPE~CGS . KQAAPAIQAC . EACNL .. RARHQQTHFDSGNKE . 
GLMKTVLEKIGRGLESNRAQDFCQS . EEASPEIRAC . EACNH . . NATREQNDFSSENEE . 
~LVAAALEKLEKGPELGLSQ-FC~S . KQAAPAIQAC . EACNL .. CARHQQSHFDNGNEE 
GL--KRVNKMTSOIDIGTTVDLYKD . ANFAPE1KSC . EACNF .. KSTKEQNOSGSENEN 
GLA-RRLTTARRPPA~SEQ--AQQE . FS---ELKPA.DGANF.VNHMKDQNNYNEEKDC . 
GLA-SRVTPARFAPAATSE--~EQ- . YD---HLKPTLDEANF . VKHMREKNSYNEEKON . 
GLA-RRLTTARRPPASSEQ--VQQE . FN---EMKPA . DGANF . VNH~RDQNSYNEEKDN . 
GLV-PRVTPR1~FGNNNEN1AASDQ . HD---E1KSGIDSTNY . VKQIKEKNAYDEEVGN . 
svs---------------------------------------------------------svs---------------------------------------------------------svs---------------------------------------------------------
DVN---------------------------------------------------------
I I I 
? ?VA??nORn??nnFnnn~?nGTn??Fn???????n??PF?GDP??Y?????R?1 595 
KY .. ~V~ . HILLAV ~LVC1I . . LAV AGRL1ELNQQG 
KY .. MVI .. LQLYI . F1VTTA .. VG1LMDAPH1FEYVDQDR1IEIYRGK 
KY .. MVM.HILLGV . MLVCII .. LAV . AGRLIELNQQG 
KY .. MVI .. IFLUV . ILVCIL .. AGL . LQPLMARDDT 
KY .. MV1 . HILLCV . MLICII . . VSV . AGRLIELSQEG 
QF . . MVV .. LFLUT . IIFTSV .. LVI . LDATYHLPPAD .. P 
QF .. MVV . . LFLUT . IVFTSV . . LVI . LDATYHLPPPE .. P 
QY .. MVA .. LFLYV . FVICSI .. FS1 . LDASHNVPPDN .. A 
FL . GRVL . . VCFLA~LSLFVC .. AGI LMAHYNRVPAL .. P .. . RS . LPSSD 
IL . GRVI .. VCFF1MASLFVC . IGI . LMAHFNQAPAL .. P ... KT . LPP 
FL . GRVL .. VCFLAMLSLFIC . AGI LMAHYNRVPAL .. P ... RP . LPSPD 
VLIGKVI . KACFUIALLLFSI . . LAI . LTGHFNQVPEF .. P ... RK . VP 
NR . RTV .. LCLFVVTPI"VV .. AUI . LGGAYNQPPPQ . . P ... FS . LEKOK . F . 
NR . . RTL .. LCLFLITP"LVV . LUI . LMGIYNHPPPL .. S .. . FD . REENK . Y. 
NQ . RTV .. LCLFVVTPV"VV . . AUI LQGVYNQPPLQ .. P . . . FS . SEQDK . F . 
NL . GQTI .. LSMFIITPVMVL . . IFl . VMGNFNHPPAK . . E ... FD . SSDHP . CA 
-----KI . . LSRIA . PLLFGIFNLVYUATYLNREPQLKAPTPHQ 
- - ---KI .. MSRIV . PVLFGTFNLVYUATYLNREREPVLGV 
-----KV KISRII . PVLFAIFNLVYUATYVNRESAIKGMIRKQ 
-----SI . KUSRMF PITFSLFNVVYULYYVH 
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Summary 
This modelling of the acetylcholine receptor has shown that the 
use of evolutionary variability can be used to aid in the arrangement 
of transmembrane helices within the bilayer and to orient them with 
respect to each other. The resulting model agrees with all current 
structural information about the receptor and could explain some 
observed differences between certain receptors. Some possible mechan-
isms for channel gating were suggested by this structure and may serve 
to motivate future experiments. 
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4D. Rhodopsin 
This protein was initially chosen for modelling because it is a 
well-characterized membrane protein. It was hoped that the current 
knowledge about this protein's structure would allow further testing 
of the ideas 
sections of 
on variability, which have been discussed in the last few 
this work. The three-dimensional arrangement of 
rhodopsin's helices within the membrane has been determined by elec-
tron diffraction (63) and each helix has tentatively been correlated 
to a transmembrane region identified in the sequence (64). This 
correlation was based on the work of Engelman et a/. (65), who 
assigned the helices of bacteriorhodopsin through the examination of 
their interconnecting loop lengths, and on the results of neutron 
scattering work, which indicated the probable locations of Ml and M2. 
the first two . helices in the sequence (66). Findlay (64) used this 
information along with that obtained from labelling studies using a 
lipophilic probe (67,68) to orient the faces of the helices with 
respect to the membrane. He also did some computer modelling of the 
protein in that work. 
Rhodopsin was modelled using the procedure described in section 
4B. First, helices were grouped on the basis of experimentally 
derived structural information and through the examination of their 
primary sequences. Then the results of the variability analysis, 
which was described in Chapter 3, were applied to the arrangement and 
orientation of the helices. Some structural information derived from 
studies of the ~-adrenergic receptor and the muscarinic acetylcholine 
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receptor has also been considered in this modelling. Ovine rhodopsin 
has been modelled in particular, although the other opsins will also 
be discussed. 
Residue positions given in this section correspond to the number-
ing of the consensus sequence in figure 2.9. 
Helix groupings. Many of the interhelical loops of rhodopsin are 
short, with less than 15 residues. Helices connected by these short 
residues are probably adjacent. For this reason, helices Ml and M2, 
M2 and M3, M3 and M4, and M6 and M7 are assumed to be adjacent to one 
another. 
A disulfide bond between cysteines at positions 127 and 204 in the 
sequence alignment of figure 2.9 (69, 70,89) constrains the middle of 
the extracellular M4-M5 loop to the N-terminal end of M3. When the 
number of residues involved in these linkages is taken into account, 
it appears lik<:ly that M4 and M5 are adjacent to M3, although the 15-
residue length between the disulfide bond at the terminus of M3 and 
the N-terminus of M5 makes it possible, but unlikely, that these two 
helices are non-adjacent. 
!:klll arrangement. 
upon their variability 
biggest problem arose 
The arrangement of rhodopsin's helices based 
profiles proved to be a difficult task. The 
from the fact that all the helices have a 
similar orientation with respect to the bilayer and with respect to 
the other helices. The low-resolution structure (63) shows that each 
helix has one face exposed to the lipid bilayer, and one face buried 
within the helix cluster. The extent of lipid contact is also similar 
for each helix. Recent information about the rhodopsin family' s 
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mechanism of signal transduction has implicated the formation of re-
ceptor oligomers (71, 72), although such oligomers have not been char-
acterized. If the protein does form oligomers, the regions of 
protein contact should be conserved. A further complication to the 
variability analysis would then arise if these regions lie within the 
membrane. The outer faces of interlocking helices would be conserved 
and any helical arrangement based upon variability would be invalid. 
For these reasons, the variability analysis could not be used to 
correlate the transmembrane regions identified in the sequence with 
the known three-dimensional structure. 
Helices were arranged as shown in figure 4.lla and their facial 
orientations determined on the basis of their variability. The dis-
tributions of variable and conserved residues can be seen in figure 
4.lla and b. (The residues assigned as conserved or variable for 
ovinc rhodopsin arc shown in figure 3.3.) These orientations were 
then compared to the sites labelled with the lipophilic probe, azido-
iodobenzene (67,68) and the results can be seen in figure 4. llc. In-
eluded in this 
not labelled by 
figure arc the positions of 
the hydrophobic probe and, 
several residues that were 
therefore, proposed to be 
protected from the lipid mileu. Although there is some ambiguity in 
the orientation of helices 2 and 4 on the basis of variability, one 
can see that, in general, the sites of labelling do not correspond to 
the regions of rhodopsin predicted to be lipid-exposed. 
There are several possible reasons for this discrepancy aside from 
a conclusion that variability cannot be used to facially orient 
transmembrane helices. It is possible that too few sequences have 
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Figure 4.11 
Facial Orientation of Rhodopsin's Helices: 
Lipophilic Probe vs. Variability Analysis 
The helical arrangement chosen for the modelling of rhodopsin is 
shown as viewed from the photoreceptor disc. 






B. The conserved residues are indicated here m 
variable residues in 
by . the hydrophobic 
red. C. 
reagent, 




indicated in purple, and residues which were protected from the label 
are shown in green. 
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been incorporated into this analysis to yield the correct assignment 
of variable and conserved residues. To see if this was the case, the 
variability analysis was also done on a set of sequences, which in-
eluded muscarinic and 
Although the orientation 
8-adrenergic 
of M2 was 
receptors 
clarified, 
(resu Its not shown). 
the results were not 
significantly different from those shown in figure 4.11. As discussed 
in Chapter 3, evolutionary divergence may decrease the accuracy of 
this type of variability analysis. Indeed, the sequence alignment of 
the rhodopsin family required the insertion of gaps within putative 
transmembrane regions, unlike the alignment of the opsins alone. 
These gaps may introduce an effective rotation of 100° around the 
helical axis for succeeding residue positions, making the direct com-
parison of gapped and ungapped sequences ambiguous. One interesting 
feature of all the receptors, however, is that the N-terminal portion 
of M2 is well-conserved while the C-terminal half is variable, without 
a conserved face. 
Although the lipid-exposed faces of these helices are expected to 
be variable and the buried faces conserved, the nature of rhodopsin 
also makes the use of this criterion to orient the helices suspect. 
Retinal, which is covalently linked into the center of the helical 
cluster, may have the same effect on the buried residues that the 
hydrocarbon chains of the lipid bilayer have on the exposed side 
chains, i.e., these buried regions may be variable due to a non-
specific interaction with retinal rather than conserved through the 
constraints of helix-helix interactions. It is also worth noting that 
the lipophilic probe used for the labelling studies is similar to 
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retinal in that it is planar, unsaturated, hydrophobic, and about the 
size of retinal's 13-ionone ring. 
Overall, rhodopsin does not seem to be a suitable protein for the 
application of the variability analysis. Some insights into the pos-
sible mechanism of signal transmission by rhodopsin can be gained from 
the current model, however. 
Helical arrangement illlil. implications 12. protein function. Thi s 
helical arrangement was chosen for this modelling because it 
incorporated all the features discussed above in the section on he I i x 
groupings. In addition, the interactions of helix dipoles in this 
arrangement is estimated to stabilize the receptor by about I 0 
kcaljmole. This estimate was made using the process and values 
described in the last section. 
The usc of variability to determine the facial orientation of the 
helices allows lysine 313 to point toward the center of the protein, 
although a rotation of 20° is required for it to be directed into the 
helical cluster. This lysine is the retinal attachment point ( 7 3 ). 
Both the variability analysis and the labelling work indicate that Asp 
100 faces into the helix cluster. This residue is located 1n the 
center of Mi and is conserved in all sequences with the exception of 
the blue-sensitive iodopsin. A second acidic residue, Glu 139, IS 
located in the middle of the membrane region and is predicted to face 
into the helical cluster by both helix variabiliy and hydropho bic 
labelling. This charge is conserved only in the rod receptors. It is 
proposed that these two charges are the two negative point charges 
predicted by Kakitani, et a/. (74) to account for the "opsin shift" of 
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the rhodopsins. As predicted, these residues both fall on the same 
side of the plane defined by the chromophore. One charge is located 
near the protonated Schiff base and the other is near Cl2 of the chro-
mophore. In recently reported work, Kosower (75) also proposed that 
these two residues are responsible for the opsin shift and postulated 
the formation of an ion pair between Glu 139 and His 228. The present 
work also indicates that such ion-pairing is possible. The current 




by Kakitani (74). The charged residues of ovine rhodopsin 
located in the center of the bilayer are shown in figure 
The positions of charged residues located within the red and green 
iodopsins are shown in figure 4.13. Although the negative charge is 
conserved at position 100, the one at residue 139 has been replaced by 
Glu 103 on .ty12, which is also likely to effect the required bathochro-
mic shift in the chromophore's absorption spectrum. This observation 
has also been made by Kosower (75). There are no charge differences 
within the transmembrane region of the red and green iodopsins, 
although there are some differences in the distribution of polar re-
sidues. The red iodopsin has more polar residues surrounding the 
chromophore than the green iodopsin does, as can also be seen in 
figure 4.13. These polar residues probably stabilize the excited 
state of the receptor by interacting with the positive charge, which 
becomes distributed 
tion. The residues 
further along the chromophore upon its isomeriza-
most likely to effect the bathochromic shift of 
red-sensitive iodopsin occur at positions 181, 278, and 310. It is 
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Figure 4.12 
Charge Distribution Within Rhodopsin's Transmembrane Region 
The locations of charges located near the center of the 














of cis-retinal has 











Charge Distributions Within the Transmembrane Regions 
of the lodopsins 
The charge distribution of red and green iodopsin is shown and the 
positions of polar residues which occur in only one receptor type have 
been indicated. Hydrophilic residues that occur in the red iodopsin 
but not in the green iodopsin have been indicated in blue, and 
hydrophilic residues that occur only in the green iodopsin are shown 
in orange. Only the polar residues which fall near the retinal moiety 
have been drawn. It should be noted that only the residue positions 
have been indicated, the actual residues shown are those of the ovine 
rhodopsin. 
figure 4.11. 
The orientation of the protein is the same as that of 
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possible that the two polar residues of green-sensitive iodopsin 
actually face into the helical cluster. Even in this orientation, 
they would not interact with the conjugated region of the chromophore 
and, therefore, would probably not influence the wavelength of chro-
mophore 
for the 
absorption. The identification of the residues 
different sensitivities of these proteins might best 
ssed through site-specific mutagenesis. 
responsible 
be addre-
The blue-sensitive iodopsin has no charged residue in the center 




than the retinal-binding lysine residue. It has 
the protonated Schiff bases associated with blue 
pigments may not require the influence of other charges to yield the 
required wavelength sensitivity (74). 
Possible mechanisms transduction. The rhodopsin 
family's receptors effect signal transduction through the activation 
of homologous G proteins, which bind to the cytoplasmic region of the 
receptor. Specific regions of the receptors have been implicated in 
this binding and include the loop between M3 and M4, certain residues 
of the M5-M6 loop, and the C-terminal portion of the protein (76-78). 
This C-terminal region plays a role in receptor regulation because its 
phosphorylation by various kinases, including receptor-specific 
kinases, results in receptor desensitization (79-83). 
It has been postulated from studies of G-protein/ receptor interac-
tions that at least two portions of the G-protein interact with the 
receptor (84). If the corresponding regions of the receptor move rel-
ative to one another, the induced conformational changes in the G-
protein could result in signal transduction . 
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The most obvious helix motion, which would result in the required 
displacements of G-protein 
the helices relative to one 
binding sites, is 
another. This 
a hinge-like movement of 
type of motion has been 
suggested by Wessling-Resnick et a/. (85), although the details of 
their mechanism differ from those described below. A hinge-like 
motion is easily visualized for the opsins, where the isomerization of 
rhodopsin to the 11-trans form might cause the helices near the 
~-ionone ring to move away from the other helices of the cluster, es-
pecially in the region between M5 and M6. Helices M3, M4, and M5 
would probably move as a unit because of the disulfide bond that holds 
them together. This type of motion is depicted schematically in 
figure 4.14. On the cytoplasmic surface of the protein, such a rota-
tion would cause the cytoplasmic M3-M4 and M5-M6 loops to change their 
positions relative to the other regions of 
G-protein binding. The possible movements 
been schematically illustrated in figure 4.14. 




receptor involved tn 
these regions has also 
a similar motion in 
the muscarinic and ~-adrenergic receptors are more difficult to 
identify. These receptors are activated by the binding of certain 
positively-charged agonists within their transmembrane regions (70,86-
89). Site-directed mutagenesis and chemical labelling experiments 
have identified regions of these receptors which are involved in 
ligand binding. One residue, implicated in agonist binding for both 
receptor 
(87,89). 
types, corresponds to 
In the ~-adrenergic 
position 100 of the rhodopsin alignment 
receptor, agonist binding was reduced 
when this residue was modified, but antagonist binding was not (89). 
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Figure 4.14 
Possible Helix Movement During Receptor Activation 
The mechanism which is proposed to result in G-protein activation 
has been illustrated in this schematic diagram. The helical arrange-
ment is depicted as viewed from the cytoplasm. Regions of the 
cytoplasmic lo.ops, which have been implicated in G-protein binding, 
have been indicated by shaded bars and the three helices linked to one 
another through the disulfide bond have been connected by solid black 
lines. The M3-M4-MS group is proposed to move as a unit, with the 
least amount of movement occuring at M3. It is possible that M6 will 
reorient to maintain the MS-M6 interhelical contact. 
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Proposed Helix Motions for Rhodopsin 
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A second negatively charged residue, 
position 134, has been shown to be 
which corresponds to alignment 
essential for both agonist and 
antagonist binding in the 13-adrenergic receptor (86). Because this 
residue is conserved in the muscarinic receptors, it is likely to play 
a role in these proteins as well. Residue I 00 is in the center of M2 
and corresponds to the counterion of the protonated Schiff base of 
rhodopsin. Residue 134 lies on M3, about one third of the way through 
the membrane from the extracellular surface. It is possible that 
agonist binding causes a change in the interaction between M2 and M3 
and results in the opening of the "hinge" as described above. Because 
M3 is closely associated with M4 and M5, the positions of these 
helices should also be affected. Their arrangement may, in fact, 
amplify a small movement in the M3 region into a larger one near MS. 
Residue 134, which plays a role in agonist binding, and 139, which 
has been proposed in this work to regulate the absorption maximum of 
rhodopsin's chromophore, are not on the same face of M3. Glu 130, 
which is conserved in all the opsins studied, does lie on the same 
helical face as 134, however. This observation suggests that either 
the positioning of M3 differs in the various receptors, or that Glu 
130 may regulate the opsin shift. The latter possibility implies that 
the facial orientation of M3 within the protein sequence is incorrect 
in the present model. Studies similar to those of Kakitani et a/. 
(74) may provide insight into which of these two orientations, if 
either, is likely. 
According to this model, interactions of antagonists with the re· 
ceptor should prevent the opening of the hinge. One type of interac-
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tion is suggested by the roles played by the two acidic residues 
described above. The observation that antagonists do not interact 
with the negative charge on helix 2. but do interact with helix 3 in-
dicates that the binding of these compounds may not affect the inter-
actions between M2 and M3 and would not. therefore. trigger receptor 
response. Because these antagonists 









sidues on M3. M4. and M5 are involved in their binding. These helices 
are the same as those proposed to interact with the ~-ionone ring of 
retinal. An alternate mechanism of antagonist inhibition might be 
through tethering the hinge in a closed position. A strong interac-
tion of antagonist with M6 and any of the three helices M3. M4. or M5 
would prevent their movement. 
The differences in agonist affinity between the ~-adrenergic and 
muscarinic receptors is presumably related to differences in the dis-
tributions of polar and charged residues within the helix cluster. 
Although these distributions have not been analyzed in detail here. 
many of the helices show different hydrophobic/ hydrophilic profiles 
when the aligned sequences are examined (results not shown). The 
muscarinic receptor contains an additional negative residue in helix 
3. but its position is not on the same helical face as residue 134 and 
it is. therefore. probably not involved in the agonist-receptor 
interaction unless helix M3 is somewhat distorted. 
Summary 
The presented model of rhodopsin can account for several known 
features of this receptor. First. it predicts that all the charged 
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residues which occur near the centers of transmembrane helices are 
oriented into the helical cluster, rather than toward the membrane 
lipids. The positioning of these charges can account for the differ-
ences in wavelength selectivity for the various photoreceptors. This 
model also suggests a hinge-type mechanism, which would change the re-
lative positioning of M3, M4, and M5 with respect to the other re-
ceptor helices. The resultant movement of the cytoplasmic M3-M4 loop 
relative to the receptor's C-terminal region is proposed to cause 
activation of the receptor-associated G-protein. This mechanism was 
also postulated to account for the activity of the muscarinic 
acetylcholine receptor and the ~-adrenergic receptor in response to 
agonist binding. 
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4E. Band 3 
Because so little is known about the structure of band 3 and 
because very few of its sequences are known, its three-dimensional 
modelling was more difficult than for either of the preceding 
proteins. The modelled protein is also less likely to correspond to 
the actual structure. 
Residue numbers given in this section refer to the alignment 
3 was chosen for numbering of figure 2.12. Murine erythrocyte band 
this modelling. 
&!i.3. grouoings. Many of the transmembrane regions are connected 
by short lengths of the peptide chain, so most successive helices are 
predicted to be adjacent. The few exceptions are helices 5 and 6, 7 
and 8, 12 and 13, and perhaps 10 and 11. A disulfide bond, probably 
between residues 969 and 1011, forms during the preparation of ghost 
membranes (90). This further reinforces the prediction that helices 
13 and 14 are adjacent because each contains one of these two cys-
teines. 
Because band 3 exists as a dimer within the membrane, and some-
times as a tetramer (91-93), the helical groupings in the region of 
the interface must also be considered. Bis-sulfosuccinimidyl sulfate 
cross-links the two subunits by react ing with the 5-6 extramembraneous 
loop (94). These two helices are, therefore, probably located at the 
interface between the dimers. 
Helical arrangement. As before, the variable residues were used 
to arrange the helices within the bila yer. The best arrangement can 






figure 4.15 and the distribution of 
figure 4.16. Although most of the 
the helical cluster have a variable 
variable residues is 
helices on the per-
face, those in the 
quite variable, contrary to the 
packing. Experimental evidence 
hypothesis 
or the ionic 
on variability 
character of 
these regions required their location within the helical cluster, as 
explained below. 
The anion transport region is 
M4, M5, M7, MlO, Ml3, and Ml4. 
perhaps due to a close interaction 
proposed to be made up of helices 
Of these, M5 is the most conserved, 
between subunits at this location. 
A lysine residue near the C-terminus of this helix is covalently modi-
fied by H 2DIDS, 4,4'-diisothiocyanodihydrostilbene-2,2'-disulfonate 
(98-100). H 2DIDS, like many stilbene disulfonate derivatives, in-
hibits band 3 by interacting at the outward-facing, high-affinity 
anion binding site (95-99). This lysine is not believed to be an in-
tegral part of the high-affinity site, however, because the 
isothiocyanate moiety is removed from the two sulfonate groups that 
are responsible for the high binding affinity of the compound. M4 is 
remarkable only in that the face oriented toward the outside of the 
helix cluster contains two tryptophans, three phenylalanines, and one 
tyrosine. M7, although having no conserved face, is probably a part 
of the ion transport machinery because it contains four charged re-
sidues which are cofacial and extend into the hydrophobic region of 
the bilayer. A carboxylate group in this region can be modified by an 
extracellular carbodiimide, inhibiting anion transport (I 01 ). Ml 0 has 
been included as part of the anion-transporting region because it con-
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Figure 4.15 
Helical Arrangement of Band 3 
The proposed helical arrangement for a band 3 dimer is shown. The 
protein is viewed from the cytoplasm. 
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Helix Arrangement for Band 3 
187 
Figure 4.16 
Variable Residues of Band 3 
The side chains of band 3's variable residues are shown in red. 
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tains two cofacial, positive charges in the center if the bilayer. 
Finally, Ml3 has recently been shown to contain a binding site for 
pyridoxal phosphate, a transportable ion (102). 
Other charged residues occur within the central region of the 
bilayer, although 
all of them are 
acidic residues is 
with the exception of the histidine residue on M9, 
negatively charged. Virtually every one of these 
glutamic acid, which has a higher pKa than aspartic 
acid. These residues may, therefore, exist in their neutral, proto-
nated form within the bilayer. 
The charge distribution within the bilayer can be seen in figure 
4.17. The current helix arrangement results in a "hydrophobic pocket" 
made up of helices M4 and MS. This uncharged region may account for 
the ability of band 3 to accomodate large, hydrophobic anions. 
An examination of the interactions of helix dipoles, similar to 
that done in . the last two sections, indicates that the proposed struc-
ture may be stabilized by about 30 kcal j mole. 
lized to some extent by its surrounding helices. 
Every helix is stabi-
Possible transPort ~ residues. From various experiments (re-
viewed in 113), band 3 is believed to contain at least two types of 
high-affinity anion binding sites, 
One of these would be accessible 
referred 
to the 
to as transport sites. 
extracellular mileu and 
another to the cytoplasm. As schematically illustrated in figure 1.1, 
an anion must occupy one of these sites in order to effect the con-
formational change that allows it to be translocated. The translo-
cation results in the anion's occupancy of the second transport site 
and subsequent release into the bulk medium. Before possible trans-
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Figure 4.17 
Charge Distribution in Band 3 
The charged residues located within the membranous regions of band 
3 have been indicated. Positive residues are red and negative ones 
are green in this figure. 
which are discussed in the 
The locations of some specific residues, 
text, have been indicated. Boxed residues 
are those that may play a significant role in the transport of anions. 
Although it was not drawn in this figure, the position of Lys 638 was 
indicated by an arrow. This lysine was not assigned to be part of the 
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port mechanisms are discussed, likely transport sites in the model 
will be identified on the basis of current biochemical information. 
The locations of some of the residues mentioned below have been indi-
ca ted on figures 4.17 and 4.18. Figure 4.18 shows the positions of 
charged residues on helices M7, MlO, and Ml4. These helices contain 
most of the charged residues that are located within the proposed 
transport region. 
More is currently known about the outward-facing transport site 
than the inner transport site. The outer site is believed to contain 
an arginine residue from the pH dependence of anion binding and trans-
port, and there is some evidence that a second arginine may be nearby 
(103). Anion transport is regulated by a residue with a pKa between 
ll and 12 (103,104). This could only correspond to an arginine 
residue. External modification of the protein by phenylglyoxal, an 
arginine-selective reagent, causes complete inhibition of both anion 
transport and chloride binding to the high-affinity transport site 
( l 04-l 06). The modified arginine residue(s) responsible for transport 
inhibition can be protected from phenylglyoxal by the presence of 
chloride or DNDS. DNDS ( 4,4'-dinitrostil bene-2,2'-disulf on ate) is an 
inhibitor of anion transport, which is also believed to interact with 
band 3 at this extracellular transport site (104,106). 
The arginine residues which are most likely to be involved in this 
high-affinity binding site are residues 856, which is on helix 10, and 
996 on helix 14. Both of these two residues are conserved in all 
sequences, and both fall in the extracellular half of the bila yer, 
although residue 856 is more buried. Both residues may contribute to 
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Figure 4.18 
Charge Distribution in the Transport Region of Band 3 
The charge distribution on helices M7, M9, MIO, and MI4 have been 
shown in these stereo drawings. The view is from the center of the 
helical cluster and is along the plane of the bilayer. The top of the 
figure corresponds to the cytoplasmic side of the membrane. 
Positive residues have been drawn in red , negative ones in green. 
and histidine residues in orange. Hydrophobic residues (1, L, M. F, 
W, Y, and V) are shown in dark blue. The upper figure corresponds to 
the configuration proposed for the outward-facing transport site, and 
the lower to the inward-facing transport site (see text). 
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the affinity of the site for anions. The proposed orientation of DNDS 
when bound to band 3 is indicated in figure 4.19. If these two 
arginine residues define the binding site for stilbene disulfonates, 
the lysine residues modified and cross-linked by H 2DIDS might be 
residues 977 and 638 or 641. Experimental evidence has already impli-
cated one of these latter two residues in covalent modification by 
H 2DIDS (98-100). The proposed orientation of H 2DIDS when covalently 
bound to band 3 is also indicated in figure 4.19. The residues 
covalently crosslinked by H2DIDS are known to fall on opposite sides 
of the extracellular chymotrypsin cleavage site that occurs at posi-
tion 652 (98,107). The lysine at position 977 is the same one identi-
fied by Kawano, et al. (102) to be the pyridoxal phosphate binding-
site and is on the intracellular side of the membrane according to the 
current helix assignments. Because this residue is not conserved 1n 
all the band 3 proteins, it may not be essential to anion transport. 
One residue which is likely to regulate ion transport is the 
histidine at position 860. It is located near the center of the 
bilayer, toward the cytoplasmic side, and is conserved in all 
sequences. Chloride self-exchange across the bilayer is inhibited by 
the protonation of a group accessible from the inside of the cell 
which has a pKa of about 6.1 (108). The pKa of histidine corresponds 
well to this value. In the transport of dianions, a "titratable 
carrier" model has been proposed by Gunn ( 109), which when combined 
with experimental data (110) also implicates the involvement of a 
histidine residue. This model requires the protonation of a residue 
on band 3 for dianion transport. The model has recently gained 
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Figure 4.19 
Stilbene Disulfonate Interactions with Band 3 
The non-covalent interaction of stilbene disulfonates is represen-
ted by the positioning of DNDS in the transport region. The most 
likely orientation of DNDS with band 3 has been indicated in the upper 
drawing. The lower stereo drawing indicates a possible orientation 
for H 2DIDS, the stilbene disulfonate that covalently cross-links two 
lysine residues of band 3. The two most likely residues according to 











support from the study of "titratable anions," which are phosphate 
analogs which differ in the number and acidity of their titratable 
protons (Ill). The transport of these anions was found to depend upon 
the protonation of a residue on the protein that has a pKa of about 
5.5. This value probably also corresponds to a histidine residue, 
perhaps the same 
monovalent transport. 
residue responsible 





by the two groups may result from differences in the temperature or 
method of measurement.) It should be noted that the pH profiles of 
divalent anions also depend upon characteristics of the anion. As the 
pH is decreased, the protonation of the titratable residue on the 
protein will increase, favoring the transport of dian ions, while the 
dianion may become protonated and have a low affinity for the now 
protonated form of the protein. The histidine at postition 809 may be 
the histidine responsible for one or both of these characteristics of 
band 3 transport, but because it has a peripheral location in this 
model, residue 860 seems more probable. In addition, His 860 is 
nearest to Lys 977, the point of attachment for pyridoxal phosphate 
(102). Pyridoxal phosphate is also believed to interact with a 
histidine (115) and, when positioned on the proposed transport region, 
can only interact with His 860. This positioning is indicated in 
figure 4.20. 
The only other residue type that has been implicated to partake in 
anion transport is glutamic acid. Recent evidence has indicated that 
two glutamate (and no aspartate) residues occur near the stilbenedis-
ulfonate binding site (112). The two most likely residues correspond 
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Figure 4.20 
Orientation of Pyridoxal Phosphate within Band 3 
Pyridoxal phosphate has been oriented within the proposed 
transport region so that its phosphate group can interact with both 
His 860 and Arg 856. This placement also allows its aldehyde moiety 
to covalently modify Lys 977. 
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to positions 634 and 1008, which are on helices 5 and 14, respec-
tively. Although these residues are on different sides of the extra-
cellular chymotriptic cleavage site at position 652 in agreement with 
experimental evidence, residue 1008 is quite near the cytoplasm and is 
unlikely to be 





DNDS. The current helical arrangement 
observation that Asp 737 is not modi-
fied, even though it is quite near the predicted stilbene binding 
site. 
Possible transport mechanism. Several mechanisms for band 3 medi-
ated anion transport have been proposed (104,107,113}. The critical 
part of these transport models is the method of ion gating. One of 
these models, termed the "swinging arm" model (107) is depicted sche-
matically in figure 4.21. This mechanism requires 11 positive residues 
and 11-l negative residues within the anion pathway. Each negative 
side chain must be able to interact with its two nearest positively 
charged neighbors. The anion is transported from the side of the 
membrane with the free positive side chain. As the ion travels to the 
other side of the membrane it is carried by each successive positive 
chain. When the anion reaches its destination and dissociates, the 
final positive residue remains unpaired and waits for the binding of 
another ion. One problem with this model is that there seems to be no 
large energy barrier to the reorientation of side chains from one con-
formation to another in the absence of anions. Barriers to the move-
ment of charged, i.e., not ion-paired, species at any point may 
prevent this translocation of the empty carrier. No simple modifi-
cation of this model can explain the transport of divalent anions, 
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Figure 4.21 
Schematic Diagram of the Swinging Arm Transport Mechanism 
The steps required to transport an anion from one side of the mem-
brane to the other are depicted. The anion (A) from one side of the 
membrane is passed from side chain to side chain until its release on 
the opposite side of the membrane. The side chains are then 
positioned so that an anion must be transported in the opposite 
direction. 
This figure was reproduced from reference 107. 
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An examination of the charge distribution for the proposed trans-
port region, shown in figure 4.18, shows that the swinging arm model 
is not probable. The charges cannot interact in the manner described 
above, especially on the cytoplasmic side of the membrane. 
Another mechanism proposed for band 3 mediated transport origi-
nated in this laboratory and has been termed the "hydrophobic barrier" 
model (I 04). In this model, channel helices surround a peptide chain 
which contains a bulky hydrophobic region near the charged transport 
site. When an anion binds to this positively charged transport site 
from the accessible compartment, the charge is neutralized and the 
hydrophobic barrier may slide past. The anion may then be released on 
the opposite side of the membrane. This mechanism is illustrated 
schematically in figure 4.22. This model could account for the trans-
port of dianions if a histidine was also located near the positive 
transport residue. The presence of a centrally located peptide chain 
may not permit the transport of larger anions, however. 
Although the current helical arrangement does not have a centrally 
located peptide chain, certain aspects of the hydrophobic barrier 
suggest a mechanism of anion transport which could be operable. A 
careful examination of figure 4.18 shows a hydrophobic turn on helix 
14 at the level of Arg 856. The hydrophobic nature of this region is 
conserved for all currently known band 3 proteins. The residues on M7 
are also hydrophobic in this region. Although it is possible that Ml4 
travels in a direction perpendicular to the plane of the membrane in 
order to position its hydrophobic barrier on alternating sides of the 
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Figure 4.22 
Schematic Diagram of the Hydrophobic Barrier Model 
The helical arrangement and transport mechanism proposed in this 
model are indicated. The hydrophobic barrier is located on the 
central helix and is denoted by a small cylinder on the peptide chain 
in the lower diagrams. Anions are indicated by filled circles. 
This diagram was reproduced from reference 104. 
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arginine residue. it seems more probable that the arginine side chain. 
neutralized by the anion. merely rotates across the barrier. These 
two positions of the arginine side chain were indicated in figure 
4.18. When the anion is released. the arginine side chain is stuck on 
that side of the barrier until another anion is bound and translo-
cated. The transport of dianions would be permitted with the protona-
tion of His 860. The anion would then bind to both side chains 1n 
order for transport to occur. Eosin 5-isothiocyanate. a competitive 
inhibitor of dian ion transport. shows interactions with both a 
histidine residue and an arginine when covalently bound to band 3 
(114). also suggesting that the interaction between these two residue 
types may occur during dianion transport. Because the proposed 
mechanism incorporates certain aspects of the two previously proposed 
mechanisms. it might be termed the "stationary barrier / swinging arm" 
model. The mechanism is shown schematically in figure 4.23. 
Summary 
Although there are some uncertainties in the proposed model. it 
could account for many of the general features of anion transport by 
band 3. In particular. the pH dependance of monovalent and dianion 
transport 
helix 10 
could be explained. The arginine and histidine residues on 
are probably the residues essential for anion transport and 
the arginine residue on helix 14 probably makes up a part of the 
st ilbene disulfonate binding site. 
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Figure 4.23 
Schematic Diagram of the 
Stationary Barrier / Swinging Arm Mechanism 
The mechanism proposed in this work is illustrated schematically 
in this figure. The stationary hydrophobic barrier is represented by 
a shaded hori:l;ontal band. Mechanisms for the transport of both mono-
and divalent anions have been drawn. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND A LOOK INTO THE FUTURE 
Conclusions 
In this work, a criterion was developed for identifying the trans-
membrane regions of integral membrane proteins. Assignments based on 
this criterion fit all experimental data, except in the case of band 
3. Topological information from experimental evidence had to be used 
during the assignment procedure for that protein, probably the result 
of some helices being completely buried. For this reason, it was 
suggested that such topological information be incorporated into the 
helix assignment procedure whenever six or more helices are predicted 
using hydropathic analyses. 
The use of residue variability to arrange the transmembrane 
helices was unambiguous only in the case of the acetylcholine recep-
tor. As discussed in the last chapter, the complications arising in 
the case of rhodopsin may be due to the nature of its prosthetic 
group, retinal, and the nature of its oligomeric structure. The 
identification of variable residues in band 3 is uncertain due to the 
limited number of sequences available for analysis. The helices posi-
tioned in the center of the helical cluster were also quite variable, 
in contrast to the theory that buried helices will be more conserved. 
Structural deviations from the a -helical structure used in the model-
ling or a loose association with the lipid-exposed helices may be re-
sponsible. As more sequences and high resolution structures of 
membrane proteins become available, the use of variability in the 
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arrangement of transmembrane helices may be better assessed. 
The models developed for the proteins were all successful to some 
degree. At the very least, specific residues in the primary sequence 
were identified which may play a role in the protein function. In the 
case of the acetylcholine receptor, specific residues that may make up 
the cation channel have been identified and a novel method for channel 
gating has been proposed. The three-dimensional modelling of 
rhodopsin has suggested which residues may be responsible for the reg-




a specific conformational change of the receptor has been 
which could effect the activation of rhodopsin's G-protein, 
The same conformational change might also occur in the 
muscarinic and ~adrenergic receptors to activate their G-proteins. 
The model of band 3 could account for some of the observed character-
istics of the protein, but not others. It did, however, suggest 
specific residues which may be involved in the transport of anions. 
The best mechanism that could be proposed involved changes in side 
chain orientations, instead of helical motions. 
Future Work on Membrane Proteins 
Membrane proteins represent a large class of proteins with proper-
ties which are likely to be very much different than soluble proteins. 
At the moment, very little is known about their structures, especially 
if they have more than a few transmembrane helices. High-resolution 
structures for more proteins will be needed in order to gain insight 
into helix packing motifs, the characteristics of helix-helix contact 
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regions, the nature of subunit-subunit interactions, and the im-
portance of various types of interactions in protein stabilization. 
The possible occurence within the membrane of peptide structures other 





within a circle 
Helices, or helical 
the bilayer have 
they may actually 
of lipid-adjacent a-helices is not incon-
pairs that do not traverse the complete 
also not been permitted in this modelling, 
occur in membrane proteins. Knowledge 
about the mechanisms of protein insertion into the membrane may also 
provide insight into which regions of the protein sequence are 
membrane imbedded in the final structure. 
It is hoped that advances in the techniques used to study these 
important proteins will soon permit detailed analyses of their struc-
tures and provide insights into the molecular aspects of protein func-
tion. 
